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ABSTRACT 
An analytical and experimental study has been made of the 
turbulent mixing layer in a pressure gradient. Theory predicts the 
possible existence of equilibrium flows, and this was confirmed 
experimentally for turbulent shear layers between streams of helium 
and nitrogen. 
The only case for which similarity is possible is for 
Pa U 33 = p1 U13 , since then P 2 (x) = P1 (x). These equilibrium flows are 
of the form U1 ....., xa and o .....,x, where a = ~1 ~U; is a non-dimensional 
pressure gradient parameter. 
The experimental investigation was conducted in the facility 
designed by Brown to produce turbulent flows at pressures up to 10 
atmospheres. The adjustable walls of the test section of the apparatus 
were modified in order to set the pressure gradient. 
Shadowgraphs of the mixing zone for a = 0 and a = - 0. 18, at 
different Reynolds numbers ,revealed a large scale structure notice-
ably different for each a. 
The similarity properties of the shear layer were established 
from mean profiles of total head and density. In addition, the rms 
density fluctuations were found to be self-preserving. From the mean 
profiles, the spreading rate, turbulent mass diffusion, Reynolds stress 
and Schmidt number distributions were calculated from the equations 
of motion. 
The experimenlitl results show that thP. sprending rate for the 
adverse pressure gradient is 60cf. greater than for the er = 0 case. The 
iv 
maximum shearing stress is 7o4. larger and the maximum value of the 
turbulent mass diffusion is zoc;« larger than their a = 0 counterparts. 
The maximum rms density fluctuations are approximately O. 2 in both 
flows. 
Surprisingly low values of turbulent Schmidt numbers were 
found; e.g. , at the dividing streamline Set ~ 0. 16 for a = 0 and 
Set = 0. 33 for a = - 0. 18. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The present work had its prime motivation from a continuing 
effort at the California Institute of Technology directed towards the 
understanding of heterogeneous turbulent mixing. 
Within the framework of that aim a new facility was constructed 
several years ago, and the first investigations were carried out by 
Brown and Roshko (Ref. l) on turbulent mixing layers between two 
streams of different gases. 
During the course of those investigations it was realized that 
it should be possible to establish equilibrium turbulent mixing layers 
in pressure gradients, for particular combinations of the free stream 
parameters. This led to the present research. 
1. 1 Previous Investigations 
Equilibrium flows are rather scarce due to the fact that they 
exist only for properly adjusted external pressure gradients, and for 
special combinations of the parameters involved in the problem. Two 
examples are well known in the case of boundary layers: 
a) In the laminar boundary layer case the ordinary differential 
equation was first deduced by Falkner and Skan, and is widely reported 
in the literature; its solutions were later investigated in detail by 
D. R. Hartree (Ref. 2). 
b) For the case of turbulent boundary layers, a very thorough 
experimental analysis was performed by Cl;civs~r (Ref. 3), who was 
able to establish self-similar t.11rbnlcnl boundary layers in adverfie 
pressure gradients. 
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For turbulent jets and wakes in pressure gradients the theoret-
ical conditions for the existence of similarity solutions of the boundary 
layer equations were set out by Townsend (Ref. 4), Wygnanski and 
Fiedler (Ref. 5), and Gartshore and Newman (Ref. 6), but the only 
relevant experiments were carried out by Gartshore (Ref. 7) on a two-
dimensional wake, and Fekete (Ref. 8) on a two-dimensional jet in 
streaming flow. 
Very little research has been done on the case of a homoge-
neous mixing layer in a pressure gradient. One of the few works in 
this area has been that of Sabin (Ref. 9) who found "a self- similar 
solution to an approximate equation which is not dependent upon a 
particular choice of either the eddy viscosity or pressure gradient". 
It should be noted here that no equilibrium flow or similarity solution, 
in the precise sense of the word, exists for the plane, homogeneous, 
turbulent mixing layer in any type of pressure gradient. The reason 
for this is that the only case for which similarity is possible is for 
During the course of Brown and Roshko's investigations on the 
case p 2 U 22 = p 1U 1
2 for zero pressure gradient it was realized, by 
arguing in physical terms, that the only way an equilibrium mixing 
layer in a pressure gradient could be established was by having 
free stream velocities with the downstream coordinate is such that 
U2(x) h h h Ui(x) = constant for all x. Doing t e t eorctic:al analysiR on t e 
* Sabin was awC\n• of lhP. pr nhl1• rn as can h .. dcducP.d fro1n his prip("r. 
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equations of motion* it turns out that these equilibrium flows are of 
a the form U 1 ....... x and 6 -x, where 6 is a characteristic thickness; i.e. , 
the shear layer still grows linearly in x. The non-dimensional pres-
sure gradient parameter is a = ~ dUi = ~ dU2 = constant. Clearly, U1 dx U 2 dx 
for a= 0, U 1 = const and U 2 = const (zero pressure gradient); for a> 0 
the flow is accelerated (favorable pressure gradient); and for a< 0 the 
flow is decelerated (adverse pressure gradient). 
1. 2 Goals of the Present Study 
Much attention has been given to the problem of free turbule.nt 
mixing, due to the fact that a large number of flow configurations of 
engineering significance are related to this process, as is the case for 
fully separated flows, where an important element is the shear layer 
which develops behind the separation point. Turbulent mixing with 
large density non-uniformities plays a very important role in combus-
tion, chemical mixing of different species, and more recently in chem-
ical lasers. In most of these important flows the pressure varies along 
the streamwise direction; therefore the analysis of these cases requires 
knowledge of the properties of the heterogeneous turbulent mixing layer 
in a pressure gradient. 
Our main interest was in trying to find equilibrium solutions, 
since the study of these configurations is simpler than that of non-
preserving flows; the former are of fundamental importance to provide 
insight for the more complicated flow caAP.R. 
* See sec tion lJ for .1 1norc detailrd acco11nl. 
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From the equations of motion we found the conditions for the 
existence of similarity. Once the bounrlary- layer equations were 
reduced to ordinary differential equations we obtained numerical solu-
tions by using the hypotheses of constant eddy viscosity and eddy diffu-
sivity. The procedure contains two empirical constants left free to be 
adjusted from experiment. 
In the experimental work, external pressure gradient of the 
form prescribed by the theory was imposed upon a two-dimensional 
turbulent mixing layer between streams of nitrogen and helium with 
equal dynamic pressures, with the following goals in mind. First, 
profiles of mean total head and density at several downstream stations 
were desired so that the possible similarity flow found analytically 
could be verified ; measurements of rms density fluctuations were 
sought to the end that self-preservation of the turbulent quantities as 
set out by Townsend's criteria could be established. Second, a deter-
mination of the basic flow parameters, e.g., spreading rate, shear 
stress, turbulent mass diffusion and Schmidt number distributions 
were required. Finally, measurements for the case of zero pressure 
gradient were desired for reasons of completeness. 
We should mention that a photographic investigation, by means 
of shadowgraphs, was conducted, partially as a guide in setting up the 
flow and getting the data, and partially as a visual check of some of 
the results that were going to be found during the experiments, e.g. , 
11preading angle. 
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l. 3 Experimental Techniques 
The experimental investigation was carried out in the facility 
designed by Brown to produce turbulent flows at pressure up to 10 
atmospheres with very short running times. 
Because of the short duration of the flow, only a few seconds, 
high- speed measurement techniques were used. 
The side walls of the test section of the apparatus (Ref. 1) were 
changed for adjustable slats and a perforated plate was added at the 
channel exit. 
The highest speeds were l 000 cm/ sec for the light gas and 
378 cm/sec for the heavy one. Experiments were made at three dif-
ferent tank pressures (7, 4 and 2 atmospheres) to study the behavior 
of the mixing layer at different Reynolds numbers. Mean dynamic 
pressure profiles were obtained at several downstream locations using 
a fast electronic manometer (Barocel) and a pitot tube. Analog signals 
from the Barocel were converted through an A/D converter, to digital 
form and written on magnetic tape. A Kennedy Incremental Tape 
Recorder was used for this purpose. 
Composition measurements of the binary mixture were made 
at several downstream locations using an aspirating probe developed 
by Brown and Rebollo (Ref. 1 O)* . A very fast data acquisition system 
(Data Slicer), designed by Coles, was used; fir st, to traverse the 
aspirating probe across the shear layer; second, to command the A/D 
conversion of the analop. voltage coming from the feedback bridge of 
*· See AppP.ndix B. 
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the hot wire; and third, to control the writing of the digital signal on 
magnetic tape for later computer processing. The recording of the 
data was by means of a Kennedy Synchronous Tape Recorder. 
Sections ll and Ill contain the analytical study of the equations 
of motion and their numerical solution. A detailed description of the 
experimental equipment, instrumentation and the procedures used to 
acquire and process the data is given in sections IV through Vil. The 
results and conclusions are presented in section VIII and IX. 
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II. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF EQUILIBRIUM FLOWS 
z. 1 Derivation of the Equations of Motion for Heterogeneous Flow 
The equations of motion for an incompressible, two-dimensional 
flow in a non-uniform medium can be written as follows: 
x-momentum 
y-momentum 
+ a(puv) 
ay 
= ~ + a ( au) + a ( au) 
- ax ax I.I.ax ay I.Lay 
o(pv) + a(puv) + accv2) ~ + a ( av) + a ( av) ~ ox y =- oy ax I.I.ax ay I-Lay 
Continuity 
~+ a(pu) + o(pv) = 0 
at ax oy 
(Z. 1. 1) 
(2. 1. Z) 
(Z. 1. 3) 
Gravitational forces have been neglected in the momentum equation. 
Following Reynolds ( 1895) we divide the flow quantities into 
their mean and fluctuating parts: 
u = U + u' 
v = V + v' 
p = p + p' 
P = P + e' 
Substituting these expressions into (2. l. l), (2. l. 2), and (2. l. ~) 
and taking mean values we arrive at the equations of mean motion: 
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a -ua a - ap a ax (p ) + ay (pUV + Up'v') - - - - - (pu'v') (2. 1. 4) ax ay 
a -- ap (2. 1. 5) - (pv'a) = 
ay ay 
a - a - -
ax (pU) + ay (pV + p'v') = 0 (2.1.6) 
after the following approximations have been made: 
a) gradients in x are small compared with gradients in y 
(boundary layer approximation) i.e. , I:~:; j << 1 
b) values of~ and~ are comparable 
c) &(x)ti U(x) >> 1, where &(x) is a measure of the width of the 
v 
shear zone, and 6U(x) is a reference velocity difference at 
each cross section. 
As a consequence of the above assumptions, the Reynolds 
stresses are supposed to be very large relative to the viscous stress 
for suffic iently high Reynolds numbers. 
The only remaining equation is the diffusion equation which 
reduces to 
(2. 1. 7) 
if the molecular diffusion is neglected, which is consistent, for a 
turbulent flow, with the approximations already made (Ref. 1 ). From 
equation (Z. 1. 5) we get 
(Z.l.H) 
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This expression can be used to replace ~= in equation (2. 1. 4) and 
clearly within our present approximation we finally have* 
where 
a a "' ax (pU:a) + ay (pUv) = 
au+ av 
ax ay 
pV = pV + p'v' 
= 0 
dP1 (x) _ .2_ (pu'v') 
dx ay (2.1.9) 
(2. 1. 10) 
(2. 1. 11) 
(2. 1. 12) 
It should be noted that with this substitution the equation of 
continuity recovers its normal form, but a mass-weighted turbulent 
mass diffusion term appears in the right hand side of the diffusion 
equation. 
2. 2 Heterogeneous Turbulent Mixing Layer: Equilibrium Flow in a 
Pressure Gradient 
Let us consider that at x = 0 there is a meeting of two parallel 
streams of different gases, densities p1 and p2 , whose velocities are 
U1 and U2 respectively, it being assumed that U1 > U2 • Downstream 
of the point of encounter the streams will form a mixing zone subject 
to a pressure gradient in the streamwise direction (Fig . 1 ). 
To find the conditions for similarity when dPd~x) /. 0, we 
assume following Townsend (Ref. 4), that 
* From here on the dash o n(, will h< ' drnppe<l in order to s implify 
the notation. 
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u 
u(fl) 
U1 = 
(2.2.1) 
...£... 
= p(,.,) 
P1 
(2. 2. 2) 
pu'v' 
Pl.u1a = T( fl) (2. 2. 3) 
p'v' 
Pl U1 = 
s (T]) (2. 2. 4) 
where U1 = U1(x) 
Tl =y/o(x) 
o(x) is a characteristic dimension in the transverse direction, i.e .• 
a measure of the width of the mixing region. 
The boundary conditions are as follows 
~ U(T']) .... 1 11 .... +co 
p(T']) .... 1 l U(T]) .... ~ 
,., .... --::0 U1 
p(T']) .... .£.a._ 
P1 
Hence from the boundary conditions we deduce that U 2 (x) has U1 (x) 
to be a constant. 
Withi n the boundary layer approximation, we will have outside 
the layer, where ~~ is very small , 
dPi(x) = 
dx 
U dU1 
P1 i dx 
= p u .. d!:!.a = ~ e dx dP2 (x) tlx 
11 
After integration 
ua Pa~)= C 
u 
where C is a constant; but since U1 = U1(x) and TI: = const, this implies 
that C = O; therefore in order to have P:;i(x) = P 1 (x) 
(2.2.5) 
In homogeneous flow, p1 = p3 , the only way to satisfy this 
condition is with U1 = U3 , i.e. , "no shear between the two streams." 
Let us define a stream function 'l'(x, y), such that the continuity 
equation is identically satisfied. 
8'!' pU =-ay 
pV = 
where 'i'(x, y) is made dimensionless, and assumed to be only a 
function of fl, by the substitution 
= '\'(x, y) 
o(x)Pi U1 (x) 
Consequently, the relation between the velocity components and 
~(fl) is given by 
and 
d~ = 
dfl 
pu 
l . 9u1° ~ (.,.,) 
lf dX 'I 
r 
(2. 2. 6) 
(2.l..7) 
~ v 
where v = - • 
U1 
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Introducing the non-dimensional quantities from (2. 2. 1 ), 
(2. 2. Z), (2. 2. 3), and (Z. z. 4) into the equations of motion, and after 
replacing v for its expression in (2. 2. 7) we obtai'l 
Similarity solutions exist only if 
do(x) = 
dx const = 8 
~ dU1 (x) 
U1(x) dx = const = A 
(2. 2. 8) 
(Z. Z. 9) 
From these two equations the potential velocity U1(x) and the 
scale factor o(x) for the ordinate can be evaluated. 
o(x) 
where a = >../f!, 
x 
Cl 
x 
x dU1 
= U 1 dx 
(Z. Z. 10) 
(Z. Z. 11) 
In conclusion, the only case for which similarity is possible 
is when p2 U23 = p1 U1
3 and the equilibrium flows are of the form given 
by the equations (2. Z. 10) and (2. 2. 11). 
The similarity forrn of the equations is 
13 
d(pu) + 1 d(ev) + = 0 T) dfl S dfl apu (2. 2. 12) 
_ d(pu3) + _!_ d(~;v> + a (2 pua _ · 1 ) = _!_ dT Tl dfl B S dri (2.2.13) 
du + .!. dv + 1 d (S / > 
- fl df1 13 dTi Q'U : S df1 p (2. 2. 14) 
2. 3 Shear Stress and Turbulent Mass Diffusion Distributions 
Integrating the equation (2. 2. 6) we find that 
,, 
~(T)) = J pu dx 
0 
where at Tl, = 0 
and v(ri ) = 0 
0 
11 is the dividing streamline of the flow. Across this line the trans-
o 
port of mass is equal to zero. 
To get the distributions of shear stress and turbulent mass 
diffusion across the layer we integrate the similarity equations. 
Continuity yields 
s 
- ( s u + v) p + ( 1 + a) J pu dx = 0 
0 
where s = y/x . 
From the momentum equation (2. 2. 13) and after using 
continuity we have 
T ( F' ) 
·' r F' -- 0 
, ::. o 
(2. 3. 1) 
(2 . 3.7.) 
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Similarly, integrating (2. 2. 14) and after using equation (2. 3. 1 ), 
we obtain for the turbulent mass diffusion distribution 
- ( 1 +a) 
p 
s::' 
-;, J pudx + 
S = O 
0 
s 
(l+a) j' udx = 
s = O 
0 
(S/p) - (S/p) 
s = 0 
0 
(2.3.3) 
Hence, if we measure the velocity and density profiles, and locate 
the dividing streamline on them, the shear stress and turbulent mass 
diffusion can be calculated from equations (2. 3. 2) and (2. 3. 3). 
We should note that since 
= a ( pu3 - 1 >\ 
s = 0 0 
(2. 3. 4) 
The maximum shearing stress occurs on the dividing stream-
line only for two cases: either 
a 
a = O, or ( pu - l >s = 0 = O 
0 
however 
a = 0 
for and (2.3.5) 
a 1 0 
p'v' A mass-weighted transverse velocity fluctuation is a p 
maximum at s = s independently of the pressure gradient. 
0 
2. 3a Location of the Dividing Streamline 
Considering that T(S) should tend towards zero at both edges 
of the mixing layer; we deduce fr01n equation (2. 3 . 2) that: as 
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-oo u -oo 
= ( l + a) J pu ( u - if) dx + a J ( pu:a - 1 )dx ( Z . 3. 6 ) 
~=O 1 S0 =O 
and when s -+ +co 
00 C10 
-T(S 0 )~ =O = (1 +a) J pu(u - l)dx +a J (pu:a - l)dx ~o S =O S =O 0 0 
Consequently 
00 00 
(1 +a) J pu(u - l)dx +a J (pu:a - l)dx 
S =O S =O 0 0 
-oo - 00 
= (1 +a) J pu(u - ff)dx +a J (pu:a - l)dx 
S =O 1 S =O 0 0 
will define s = O in our experimental profiles. 
0 
(2. 3. 7) 
(2. 3. 8) 
Following the same procedure an equation for s =O can also be 
0 
found from equation (2 . 3. 3) 
CIO 
-(S/p)~ = O = (1 +a) J u(l - p)dx 
~ o S =O 
0 
(2. 3. 9) 
- oo 
-(S/p)rr =O = (1 +a) J u(l -(~)dx ~o S =O P:a A. 
0 
(2.3.10) 
Hence 
(Z.3 . 11) 
i s also an equation for determining the position of s
0
=0 from our 
experimental d a ta. 
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Naturally both equations ought to give the same location for s . 
0 
2. 3b Mass Flow Entrainment 
We can define the mass entrainment as p~(S) when Isl -+:::0, 
but subtracting from it the value which exists in conjunction with the 
pressure gradient. 
From equation (2. 3. I) we have 
s 
pv = s pu - ( 1 + a) J pudx 
s =O 
0 
as s -+ ±-:.a and taking into account the boundary conditions we arrive 
at 
co co 
= J ( pu - I )dx - a J pudx 
s =o s=o 0 0 
(2. 3. 12) 
Entrainment 
= 
-co -co J ( pu -~ ) dx - a J pudx 
S =O P1U1 S =O 
0 0 
(2. 3. 13) 
Entrainm~nt 
The last term in each equation is connected with the existence 
of the pressure gradient, and is left out of our definition of mass 
entrainment. 
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Ill. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS 
3. l Eddy Viscosity and Eddy Diffusivity Model 
In order to predict any turbulent flow a certain number of 
assumptions have to be made about the Reynolds transport terms. 
Accuracy and scope of the predictions are normally dependent upon 
the equations chosen for the closure of the system. 
During the Langley Working Conference on Turbulent Free 
Shear Flows in 1972 a wide and representative spectrum of turbulence 
models were presented>.'<. Two general techniques that have been used 
extensively to evaluate the needed turbulence input are the eddy-
viscosity and the turbulent kinetic energy approaches. 
Of the current alternatives available for modeling the turbulent 
transport terms we should indicate that, since our primary interest is 
devoted to establishing the possibility of equilibrium flows which have 
been found in section ll, we have used a very simple eddy viscosity 
and diffusivity model in order to give us a qualitative idea of what to 
expect from the experiments. Naturally, the election of this or any 
other turbulent model would yield the same form of the growth laws for 
the equilibrium flows. 
We therefore assume 
(a) P'V' - -
(3.1.1) 
* Some of these modf'l R r e prf"-lenting difforent approaches are given 
in r c fcren ~c" 11 - 22 . 
(b) ~ = Cd 6 6U * 
v = C 6 6U 
t µ 
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(3. 1. 2) 
Substituting these assumptions into the similarity form of the 
equations we get: 
where 
Continuity 
AX + A' + u ( 1 + a) = 0 
Momentum 
c 
A Y + a(pu3 - 1) = __!!_ 6 U Y' S U1 
Diffusion 
c 
A' + u(l +a)= - (__!!_ 6U )-1- X' 
S U1 Set 
,...., 
(3.1.3) 
(3.1.4) 
(3. 1. 5) 
v A = - T]U + ~ ( 3. 1 . 6 ) 
x = ~ *" (3. 1. 7) 
du y = p dri (3. 1. 8) 
Vt 
Sc = - (turbulent Schmidt number) 
t ~t 
with boundary conditions 
1 
p .... 1 
11 .... +co 
u-+ l 
* 6 = o(x) 
6U = U1 - Uci 
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3. 2. Zero Pressure Gradient Case: a = 0 
When no pressure gradient is imposed upon the mixing layer, 
U1 = constant and a = 0, hence, replacing this value of a into the 
equations and after eliminating A' + u ( 1 + a) out of the continuity and 
diffusion equations we find 
where 
AX =_.LX' 
Set 
AY = '{ Y' 
C 6U 
'{ = __.µ __ 
8 U1 
Consequently 
Y' X' 
SctY = -X 
Integrating twice, and after using the boundary conditions to calculate 
the two constants of integration, we will have a direct relationship 
between p(T)) and u(T)); if we now set 
U(T)) 
p(T)) = 
-CO 
From the momentun1 equation, and taki n1~ into account •.Ii.ti 
A(T)) 
1 ,, 
= - - I "'' <lx p fl : . (I 
0 
(3.2..1) 
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we deduce 
Tl u u c u - u d 
- f' J p ( 1 + 1 - 2 f(x) )dx =2 ~ ( 1 2 ) - (pf') U1 + U... 8 U1 + Ua dT'\ 11 =O .. 
0 
After multiplying and dividing the left hand side by p(11), 
defining 8 such that, 
and integrating we get 
£'( ) = f'(O) p(O) T'\ p(ry e 
Tl 1 x u u 
- J - ( .[ P ( 1 + 1 - 2 f( 0 )d0 dx 
T'\ = 0 p 0 U1 + U2 
0 (3. 2. 2) 
We should note that the linearized result g~ ~ g: << 1 for 
p = const reduces to the solution obtained by G8rtler (Ref. 23); if 
our definition of 8 is made compatible with his, namely 
then 
a 
£'(11) = f'(O) e- 11 
£( T'\) = f( 0) + f' ( 0) ( 1 e -x3 dx 
0 
and from the boundary conditions 
11 = ± 00 ; f(T')) = ± 1 
we get 
f( 0) = 0 
2 
f'(O) = Tn 
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Therefore when (U1 - U2 ) -+ 0 and p = const the solution is given by the 
error function 
2 ,, _,(3 
f(11) = ~ J e dx 
,m O 
To solve our problem for a = 0 we try an iterative procedure; 
first, we introduce f(ri) = erf (11) into (3. 2. 1 ); second, with the calcu-
lated profile p(11) we go to (3. 2. 2) and compute f'(Tl) which is integrated 
and back again to the same loop till convergence is achieved. 
As an illustration of the solutions, the case p 2 U2
2 
= p1U12 for 
different values of the turbulent Schmidt number is shown in figure Z. 
3. 3 Pressure Gradient Case: a -i 0 
In our first attempt to solve this problem we made the assump-
tion that the velocity profile would never exceed its free stream value 
in a similar iteration procedure to the one already followed in section 
3. 2. This supposition proved to be false, as shown in Appendix A. 
For the case - 1 < a < 0, and Set < 1, the velocity will approach 
asymptotically its low speed side from below, and that of high speed 
from above. 
With this knowledge of the asymptotic behavior a different 
procedure was adopted, wherein no restrictions were imposed upon 
the iterative procedure. 
From equations (3 . 1. 3) and (J. l. 5) , elirninnting A' .. 11( I I 11), 
we have 
X' Set 
-=-A x 'Y 
But A ( T'l) = - ( 1 + a) J 11 pu dx 
P n =O 
0 
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Integrating twice and using the boundary conditions to find the 
constants, this expression yields 
p(T)) = e 
CD J e -B(x)dx 
.t n (.£°i. ) n_...._'*'_B_(_)_ 
Pl J e - x dx 
where, as before 
and 
x c 
r { ( 1 +a) I ( U1 - U2 } B ( x > = s ct Jo PTIT 
0 
P 1 + u 
1 
+ u 
2 
f > d y d c 
The momentum equation can be put in the form 
A a ( a Y I - - Y : - PU - } ) 
'Y 'Y 
and multiplying left and right hand sides by 
1 n 
- - f A(x) dx 
e Y n 
0 
(3. 3. 1) 
we get 
1 ,, 
- - J A(x) dx 
'YT\,=O 
e J = 
23 
.!! ( pua 
'Y 
1) e 
We can now integrate to arrive at 
£'('11) = D('l1) {p(O) f'(O) + ~U F('l1)} 
y(2U1) 
where ~ 
Set 
D('l1) e = p( ,,, 
and 
B(x) 
F('l1) JTl (pua - 1) e Set dx = 
1b 
1 ,, 
-- J A(x) dx 
'Y Tl =O 
0 
(3. 3. 2) 
We start our iterative procedure introducing p(Tl) and f(TJ) from the 
a = 0 solution into (3. 3. 1 ). Getting a new f'(TJ) from equation (3. 3. 2) 
and integrating we will have first iteration profiles for p(T)) and f(TJ) 
which, substituted back into the expressions for p(Tl) and f'(TJ) will 
give us a second approximation, and so on till convergence is 
accomplished. 
As the technique for a 1 0 is different from the one we used 
before, a comparison was made with those results by setting a = 0 
in our expressions for p('l1) and f'('l1); the solution was the same as 
the one we had obtained e<lrlier for the case p1Uti = p.J.123 • 
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Taking into account the work of other investigators, e.g., 
Brown and Roshko (Ref. 1 ), Way and Libby (Ref. 24), we deduced that 
a very plausible turbulent Schmidt number for our experiments was 
going to be about 0. 30. Having this in mind we kept constant Set and 
compared our numerical solutions for different values of a. From 
these comparisons it can be clearly seen that the effect of an adverse 
pressure gradient (a < 0) is far more pronounced than that of a 
favorable one (a > 0). 
Based upon this finding we decided to concentrate our experi-
ments on the adverse pressure gradient. 
Figure 3 shows a comparison for the u and pu2 profiles 
across the layer. 
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IV. EXPERIMENT AL F AGILITY, INSTRUMENTATION, 
AND EQUIPMENT 
4. 1 Flow Apparatus 
The experiments were performed in the high-pressure flow 
facility (Ref. 1) designed to produce a turbulent shear flow between 
two streams of different gases. 
Basically it consists of two supply lines each one coming from 
eight 2000 psi bottles; the gas streams are brought together at the exit 
of two 4" x l" nozzles in the test section; a schematic representation is 
shown in figure 4. The test section is enclosed by a cylinder which 
slides over and seals against 0-rings placed on circular plates at both 
ends of the section, and the whole tank can then be pressurized up to 
10 atmospheres. The upstream and downstream regulators and valves 
which control the flow rates and pressures in the tank have very fast 
time response characteristics. Operating the system at 7 atm, 
steady flow in the test section is established in about 150 milliseconds 
with velocities up to 50 ft/sec. Normal running times vary from 1 to 
3 seconds. The turbulence level is less than 0. 5(. Reynolds number 
5 
at 10 atmospheres can be as high as 10 /cm. Adjustable side walls 
which span the test section are used to adjust or remove pressure 
gradients in the flow. 
A traversing gear, which incorporates a stepping motor, 
moves the probe in steps of . 001" at the command of an input voltage 
pulse train, hence by counting pulses the position of the probe can be 
determined within . 001" at any instant of time. 
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The thickness of the splitter plate, which separates the two 
streams till they meet at the nozzles exit, is approximately . 002" at 
its downstream end. 
Some modifications were made in the test section in order to 
impose an adverse pressure gradient on the mixing layer. The 4" x l" 
nozzles were replaced by 4" xi", so that the transition region needed 
in adjusting the flow to the desired free stream conditions would be 
shortened. The side walls of the working section, used for the zero 
pressure gradient case,had been a solid wall for the high velocity side 
and a 1 C><t slotted wall for the other side. To set the adverse pressure 
gradient (cf. Fekete, Ref. 8), we changed these walls for ones with 
adjustable slats and installed a perforated plate at the downstream exit 
of the channel (Fig. 5). 
4. 2 Instrumentation 
Because of the very short duration of the flow and the intrinsic 
difficulties of unknown composition, high turbulence levels and fre-
quencies, very sophisticated and fast data acquisition systems were 
used for the collection of the data; this equipment, described in 
section 4. 3, handled the information coming from three different types 
of probes: an array of static pressure tubes, a pitot tube, and an 
aspirating probe. 
4. 2a Static and Pitot Tubes 
The array of static ports consistR of six static pressure 
tubes of different len~tha mounted on a slanted holder (FiR . 6.) Tal<ing 
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the sensor holes of the longest tube as reference, each of the succes-
sive ones is l" lower so that, by placing the array in the free stream 
of our two-dimensional turbulent shear layer oriented in the spanwise 
direction, the static pressure, or U1 (x) and U2 (x), can be measured at 
every inch down to 5 11 from the splitter plate. 
This probe was used in the preliminary measurements made 
to set up the desired external flow field; during these measurements 
one of the inputs of the pressure transducer was directly connected to 
the reference tube; the other five static pressure tubes were joined by 
means of plastic tubing to the entries of a fast pressure scanner 
(Scanivalve ), a device that sequentially communicates each one of the 
static ports to the collector, which in turn goes to the other input of 
the pressure transducer. 
The pi tot tube, in connection with a Datametrics electronic 
manometer and Barocel differential pressure sensor, was used to 
obtain dynamic pressure profiles across the mixing layer, and to take 
the final measurements in order to establish an adverse pressure 
gradient. 
4. Zb Aspirating Probe 
Due to the necessity of knowing the local composition in our 
plane turbulent mixing layer, a novel probe was developed for this 
study by Brown and Rebello (Ref. 10). A complete account of the way 
it works is given in Appendix B. 
Several modifications were made on this prohe till a final 
version was achieved. Major diffic-1111.ies of the dP.~i.gn shown in 
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figure l of Appendix B were first, the replacement of the wire when-
ever it broke; second, too large length/diameter ratios when using 
smaller wires; in addition, some minor problems were related to the 
warming up of the glass. Based upon these considerations our final 
design was that of a normal hot wire inside a hollow holder. The hot 
wire is enclosed by a long tipped glass hood which slides over and is 
sealed with epoxy against the outside surface of the holder (Fig. 7). 
To avoid flow instabilities inside the probe a very gradual area expan-
sion was chosen for the glass cover, and in order to have faster time 
response* a smaller wire diameter (. 0002") was used. 
4. 3 Description of the Experimental Equipment 
The equipment used during the experiments could be divided 
into different categories according to its function. Some components 
of the apparatus receive a physical signal from the measuring probes 
and convert it into an analog voltage; e.g. , electronic manometer 
(Barocel), constant temperature anemometer (Thermo-Systems); that 
voltage is digitized by means of an A/D converter, and it is delivered 
to an output unit; e.g. , incremental or synchronous tape recorder. A 
very important function is that of regulating the flow of data; this task 
is performed by the control equipment; e.g., Scanivalve and controller, 
electronic pulsing circuit and coupler for the incremental tape recorder, 
coupler (Data Slicer) for the synchronous tape recorder. 
* Section 8 of Appendix B indicates how the time response of the probe 
is evaluated. 
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4. 3a Electronic Manometer and Constant Temperature Anemometer 
The basic system is made up of the Barocel pressure differ-
ential sensor and the Type 1014A Datametrics electronic manometer. 
The Type 1014A provides the electrical excitation for the pressure 
sensor and in turn accepts the pressure generated signals for voltage 
conversion. 
The Barocel was used to measure the static pressure from 
the array of tubes at several downstream locations in the free stream 
when establishing the pressure gradient, and to measure the dynamic 
pressure across the layer when traversing the pitot tube. 
The aspirating probe was used in connection with a high 
frequency and low noise constant temperature anemometer Model 1050 
(Thermo-Systems) which provided the usual feedback bridge. 
4. 3b A/D Converter and Control Equipment 
The A/D converter (Raytheon Model ADC Multiverter) is 
capable of operating at 33, 000 conversions per second while multi-
plexing up to 16 channels of analog data. The analog input via BNC 
connectors is bipolar, ± 10 v, into 108 ohms. The resolution is 11 bits 
and sign; i. e. , Z. 048 counts on either side of zero. The output is 
binary integer, positive- time logic. 
The Scanivalve is a scanning type pressure sampling valve 
for switching multiple pressure points. The pressure transducer is 
sequentially connected to the various P ports via a radial hole in the 
x 
rotor which terminates at the collector hole. As the rotor rotates, 
this collector hole passes uniter thP. P ports in the stator. Onr 
x: 
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Scanivalve has a wafer switch with 24 entries plus collector, and it is 
driven by a Ledex solenoid. 
The solenoid controller regulates the stepping speed of our 
Ledex solenoid driven Scanivalve. It will drive the solenoid motor at 
any rate up to 20 steps per second. The command to advance the 
Scanivalve one step can be given remotely, by an external switch 
closure of 5 milliseconds minimum, or through a manual or local 
command push button. 
In order to control the flow of data coming from the Barocel, 
which is going to be written on tape by means of an incremental tape 
recorder, a pulsing circuit, and an 8 bit-1 byte coupler between the 
Raytheon Multiverter and the Kennedy incremental recorder were used. 
The electronic pulsing circuit provided the necessary pulses 
to step the stepping motor, so that it would traverse the pitot probe at 
any rate up to 500 pulses/second (t inch/second), or 1000 pulses/sec-
ond when slewing up the frequency of the pulses; these pulses were 
also used as a clock for the operation of writing the data. The 
electronic coupler synchronizes the traversing mechanism with the 
Raytheon Multiverter and the digital incremental tape recorder. 
As we have already mentioned, the data signals from the 
constant temperature anemometer were handled by a very fast data 
acquisition systems designed by Coles. The coupler (Data Slicer) 
controls the operation of the Raytheon Multiverter writing on a 
Kennedy Model 3110-05 synchronous digital tape recorder; it all'lo 
commands the stepping pulfles lo travers" the aspir;\fing pr<.>hc acrns8 
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the shear layer. 
The coupler controls provide a limited choice of data word 
length, record length, and file length. A short record containing a 
two-digit file-identification number may be written if desired. 
4. 3c Magnetic Tape Recorders 
All data signals were written on a 9 track 800 BPI magnetic 
tape using two types of recorders. The Kennedy Model 1600/360 
digital incremental recorded all pressure measurements. Data can 
be commanded to be written, by the coupler, at any rate up to 500 
bytes per second, or 1000 bytes I second if we slew up the frequency of 
the write pulses coming from the pulsing clock. 
The Kennedy Model 3110- 05 synchronous digital tape recorder 
writes 9 track at a fixed tape speed of 37i inches per second; it was 
used to record all density measurements. The IBM compatible writing 
mode is 800 bytes per inch. The fixed data rate is therefore, 30, 000 
bytes per second. 
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V. EXPEH.11'.l!:.NTAL PROCEDURES 
5. 1 Facility Tests 
A large number of tests were performed to know and, when-
ever was possible, to improve the flow quality of the test section as 
well as some of the characteristics of the instrun1ents we were going 
to use. 
During the experiments carried out in reference 1 the turbu-
lence level in the free stream was thoroughly measured and reduced 
from about 1£¢ to 0 . 3~ using honeycombs and screens. Absorbing 
material to damp the acoustic level was used in the supply section of 
the system. Side wall positions to remove pressure gradients were 
investigated for different velocity ratios. 
To provide a reference experiment for the experiments with 
two gases. Brown and Roshko made measurements in the shear layer 
between two streams of nitrogen traversing a pitot tube and a hot wire 
side by side (i" apart). Since accurate experimental measurements for 
homogeneous flows had been made previously by Liepmann and Laufer 
(Ref. 25). Spencer and Jones (Ref. 26). Miles and Shih (Ref. 27), and 
others. sufficient comparative information existed to verify the validity 
of the experimental data processing procedures. No significant differ-
ences were found between the results of Brown's and R oshko' s homo-
geneous experiments and those of other investigators. 
Further test!> of the facility have been undertaken during the 
present investigation and we shall de!>cribe some of theni. 
Figure 8 sh ~>w::; an os c illoscope photo of the response of a 
hot wire (upper trace) and a pi tot tube (lower trace), placed side by 
side, to the process of starting the flow in the test section. The 
horizontal scale is 100 nrilliseconds I cm, vertical scale is 1 volt/ cm. 
The time needed to establish steady flow is about 150 milliseconds 
for a tank pres sure of 7 atrn and velocities of 30 ft/ sec. 
When measuring the static pressure in the free streams 
(Sec. 5. 2) a very important question arises: how long should we keep 
the Scanivalve connecting a certain pressure static tube with the 
pressure transducer? A minimum value is set by the time response 
of the line once the step command has been given to the Scanivalve, a 
maximum time is limited by the duration of the flow. 
To measure the time response of the line, the total head 
probe was connected to, say, entry No. 2 of the fluid wafer switch; 
the collector joined to one of the inputs of the pressure sensor, and 
the other input was directly communicated to the static probe; the 
rotor of the pressure scanner was facing entry No. 1 at this time. 
With the flow on, the Scanivalve was commanded to step to entry No. 2, 
thus putting in communication the pitot tube signal with the pressure 
sensor via the wafer's collector. Figure 9 shows an oscilloscope 
photo of the output of the electronic manometer. The oscilloscope 
was triggered with the leading edge of the step com1nand pulse (hori-
zontal scale =- 20 ms/cm, vertical scale=. 5 volt/cm) ; the first 
25 to 30 milliseconds agree with the manufacturer's claim of 30 ms 
duration for the step command pulse, needed for the solenoid drive 
to move the rotor to the next port. It is clear from figure 9 that the 
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tim~ response of the line going through the Scanivalve is approximately 
100 milliseconds when using a plastic tubing of 2/16" in diameter. 
Although the two-dimensionality of the flow had already been 
shown in reference l, several tests were made to confirm it. 
Two platinum hot wires . 0002" in diameter, and almost the 
same cold resistance, were separated 2" apart and operated at the 
same overheat ratio. The two wires were placed approximately in the 
middle of the mixing layer, and aligned in the spanwise direction. The 
outputs from a two channel constant temperature anemometer are 
shown, for several downstream locations, in the oscilloscope pictures 
of figure 1 O. The photographs reveal a high degree of correlation 
between the two signals, as would be expected from a two-dimensional 
flow. The experiments were performed at a tank pressure of 3 atm., 
but it should be noted that the same tests done by Brown and Roshko 
at 7 atm. correlated equally well the outputs of the two platinum hot 
wires. 
5. 2 Procedure to Set Up the Equilibrium Flow 
Preliminary measurements to set up the desired potential 
flow were made with the array of static pressure probes; a schematic 
repres.entation of the way this was done is shown in figure 11; the 
required timing of the operation is presented in figure 12. Five 
records were written for every run, i.e., one record for each static 
pressure tube; the interval of time between record gaps was 470 milli-
seconds during which 200 data signals were taken, but out of this 200 
only the last 150 data signals were accepted due to the fact that the 
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rest was affected by the tin1e response uf the pressure instrumentation 
(Sec. 5. 1 ). 
The following procedure was followed to set up the adverse 
pressure gradient on the mixing layer. First, the velocities of the 
two streams (N2 and He) were set such that the dynamic pressures of 
both gases were the same at the exit of the nozzles. The adjustable 
slats of the working section were pre- set with a uniform separation of 
1/32", to give an adverse pressure gradient. The free stream static 
pressures of the nitrogen and the helium flows were measured at 
several streamwise stations with the static probe array aligned 
spanwise in the flow. Once the static pressure distributions in the 
downstream direction were known for both potential flows, the orien-
tation of the array was reversed, by rotation of 180° around the 
vertical axis of the slanted holder, and the above mentioned measure-
men ts were repeated again in order to see whether non- two-dimensional 
effects could be present; no difference was found in the distributions of 
static pressure by orienting the array either way. Using Bernouilli 1 s 
equation the free stream velocities were then calculated, and the 
condition of equality of total heads at those downstream locations 
checked. The slat spacing was re-set a few times by trial and error 
till the condition p1 U1
2 
= p2 U2
2 
was satisfied; direct measurements of 
the velocities were then made using a pi tot tube and static pres sure 
probe. Photographs were taken to look for linear spreading and to 
try to locate the virtual origin x *· With an estimate of x , (U1 /U10)** 0 0 
-tr- A more accurate location of the virtual origin is determined in 
section Vlll. 
:!.<* U10 is the value of U1 at the nozzle exit. 
was µlotted against (x - x ) on log - log paper, so that from the slope () , 
an approximate value of a could be found. 
The above mentioned procedure was repeated several times 
for different perforated plates until a value of a between - 0. 17 to - 0. 20 
was achieved. According to our numerical calculations this value of 
a was adequate to show significant differences from the free mixing 
layer at a = 0. An indication of that was provided by comparing 
instantaneous shadowgraphs of the two cases as shown in figure 13; 
a faster spreading rate and a squeezing of the large structure can be 
noticed in the shear layer under adverse pressure gradient. To get 
that value of a an exit obstruction, a perforated plate of 31 (open area, 
was used; the slat separation in the helium side decreased continu-
ously from about 2/32" at 3/4" downstream of the splitter plate, to 
approximately 1 /32" at the middle of the working section, until it 
finally reached 1 /64" at the end of it. In the nitrogen side from 3/64" 
we went down to a separation of the order of l /32" at 5" and from this 
it reduced to a gap of approximately 1. 5 /64". 
5. 3 Selection of Flow and Traversing Procedure 
In contrast to the experimental procedure used by Brown and 
Roshko of traversing density, pitot and static probes at the same time, 
we decided to traverse them separately for several reasons; first, due 
to the differences in time response of the two probes we wanted to 
traverse the pitot tube very slowly in order to spend a maximum of 
time at every location, so that its slow response could be compensated, 
and hence a very reliable profile of dynamic pressure across the layer 
'j 7 
could be obtained. On the oth~r hand, if we wished good statistics for 
the density measurements, two things were desirable: for one, using 
the incremental digital tape recorder we were limited to 1 kHz (when 
slewing up the frequency and traversing only the aspirating probe), 
for another, we wanted to take composition measurements at several 
"points" in the mixing region; i.e., the aspirating probe standing 
still at those points while taking the data, that could not easily be done 
with the present pulsing circuit. Since we had the intention of measur-
ing rms density fluctuations, we concluded that the aspirating probe 
would have to be traversed in a new and more sophisticated way. In 
addition, a faster method of collecting the data was also needed, the 
answer as explained in section 5. 5 was Coles' coupler, the "Data 
Slicer". 
As indicated earlier an ideal aspirating probe should give us 
first, large change in voltage when used from pure helium to pure 
nitrogen; second, fast time response; third, stability of the flow inside 
the probe when the sonic throat Reynolds number varies appreciably. 
Unfortunately, as with any real probe it is impossible to 
satisfy these ideal properties without a limit; this limit will depend 
among other factors: on the probe construction, on the gases we are 
dealing with, i.e., nitrogen and helium, and qn the external conditions, 
i.e. , tank pressure. In our case the best characteristics were found 
to be at 4 atm; the change of voltage was about 350 millivolts; probe 
rise time between 5 and 10 kHz and noise to signal ratio of the order 
of 14'.. At higher pressures the noise to signal ratio increased very 
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slowly, till at 7 atm it was about 6% due to the fact that the probe 
started to become unstable when exposed to pure nitrogen. 
With this knowledge we decided to carry out our experiments 
at a tank pressure of 4 atm, though they were repeated at 2 and 7 atm 
to see the influence of the Reynolds number on the properties of the 
mixing layer. 
The shear layer with no pressure gradient was also measured 
at 4 atm, so that comparisons could be drawn as to what effect the 
pressure gradient would have on the mixing region; e.g., would it 
affect the turbulent transport of momentum the same way as the 
transport of turbulent mass diffusion? 
Table I presents a summary of the flow conditions for all the 
experiments. 
5. 4 Dynamic Pressure Traverse 
The data were recorded in a very similar way to that used for 
static pressure measurements (Fig. 11 ); the only differences were 
a) that the line carrying the signal to step the solenoid drive disap-
peared since we no longer needed the Scanivalve; consequently the 
total and static tubes went directly to the entries P 1 and P 2 in the 
pressure sensor; b) a new line connected the output of the pulse shaper 
to the inputs of the stepping motor. 
The required timing of the operation, as shown in figure 12, 
was the same as before, except that in step 7 the shaped pulse was 
directed to the Beck1nan Counter and stepping motor, and step 9 was 
unnecessary as already explained in a). 
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Two records were taken at any given station, one when trav-
ersing the probe from the nitrogen side towards the helium side, the 
other when going in the opposite direction. The traverse rate of the 
probe which is directly proportional to the trigger frequency (N pulses/ 
second), was constant for any downstream location, but changed from 
station to station depending on the thickness of the mixing layer; i.e., 
the thinner the shear layer, the slower the crossing rate; e.g., 
N could be 1000 pulses/second at x = 3/4", and N = 3000 pulses/second 
at x = 3. 25". 
The number n of pulses needed to traverse the mixing region 
at any station, which is also the number of data signals to be written 
on each of the two records for that location, was set (Beckman Counter 
reset) according to the thickness of the mixing layer at that station; 
e.g., n = 500 pulses at x = 3/4", n = 1200 pulses at x = 3. 25". 
Fourteen traverses at seven downstream locations were made 
for the case a< 0 and tank pressure of 4 atm, 12 and 8 traverses at 
6 and 4 stations respectively were investigated for the other tank 
pressures of 7 and 2 atm. 
The last station measured was at x = 3. 25" for a < 0, since 
from there down the effect of the walls interacting with the mixing layer 
began to be felt. 
From the photographic study (Sec. VI), we found where to 
start the traversing and where to finish it. Once these two points were 
fixed we had a very good estimate of the number n of pulses needed 
to cross the shear region; this procedure saved taking unnecessary 
data, and consequently it shortened the required duration of the flow. 
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5.5 Densicy Traverse 
Composition profiles of the binary mixture were evaluated at 
4 downstream locations for all the experiments. 
As we have mentioned earlier, the Data Slicer was used with 
a threefold purpose: traversing of the probe, command of the A/D 
conversion and control of the writing of the digital data onto tape. 
The traverse was done in such a way that the aspirating probe 
was half-time stepping and half-time stopped. Although data collection 
proceeded during all the time, only the one taken while the probe was 
not moving was used for later processing in the computer. Since the 
fixed data rate of the synchronous digital tape recorder is 30, 000 
bytes/second, and we used 1 byte/word for all the experiments, our 
recording speed was 30 kHz for all densicy measurements. 
Table II shows a summary of the possible traverses which 
could be made by using the Data Slicer when the recording time is 
limited to 4. 368 seconds, or what is equivalent, the total distance 
traveled by the probe is fixed at 1. 024 inches. These were the limits 
generally used in our experiments, since a longer duration of the flow 
could introduce temperature effects into the problem due to the cooling 
of the expanded gases. Nevertheless longer distances were needed at 
the most downstream stations to cover the wider mixing region; e.g. , 
9 records instead of 8, for a total distance of 1. 152 inches, and 
4. 914 seconds of running time when using 8, 192 samples per data 
point. For these the following procedure was used. A clock of 
30, 000 pulses/second, provided by the coupler, was divided by 64 and 
the resulting pulses were used as step pulses; during the second half 
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of the record period the train of pulses was inhibited and the probe 
remained stopped at that position till the beginning of the next record. 
Out of all the possibilities described in table II the one with 
8, 192 samples per data point was chosen. A large nwnber of samples 
were desired in order to have good statistics, and 8 or 9 points across 
the mixing layer were considered as sufficient to describe a mean 
density profile. A larger number ( 16, 384) of samples per data point 
was available, but then only 4 or 5 points across the layer would have 
been too few to describe an adequate average profile; possibly a better 
mean density could have been achieved with the 4, 096 samples/data 
point mode because then at least 16 data points, or probe steps, were 
possible, but the smaller number of samples would have resulted in a 
less accurate measurement of the rms density fluctuations at each 
point. 
Resuming, therefore, at any x station, 8 or 9 data points were 
measured, 8 or 9 records of . 546 seconds were written, and the probe 
traveled a distance of. 128" per record. 16, 384 samples were taken 
per record, but only the second half, 8, 192, were used and processed as 
data samples per record. The duration of the record gap or gap time 
was 21. 3 milliseconds. 
The photographs were a very useful tool in fixing beforehand 
the end points of the traversing and, consequently, in deciding whether 
to take 7, 8 or 9 records per run. 
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VI. PHOTOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION 
6. 1 Flow Structure 
Spark shadowgraphs were used to evaluate the flow qualita-
tively and to plan the experiments. A spark source was placed at 
the focal point of a parabolic mirror to produce a parallel light beam. 
The light was directed through a tank window across the flow field 
and onto a sheet of film placed inside the pressure vessel against the 
glass end-wall of the working section. The spark light duration was a 
few microseconds, therefore the photos can be considered as ins tanta-
neous shots of the flow structure (Fig. 13). The reality of this large 
structure as being an essential feature of the plane turbulent shear 
layer was confirmed by many experiments performed by Brown and 
Roshko (Ref. 1 ); more important, it is not produced by the density 
difference, as they proved it by taking shadowgraphs of a shear layer 
between two streams having essentially the same density (air and 
nitrogen). 
The large structures do most of the turbulent transport of 
momentum and mass diffusion, since as we can imagine, it convects 
gas from one side of the layer to the other. 
It can be seen from the photographs that these large eddies 
are as big as the width of the flow, which is the relevant length scale 
in the analysis of the interaction of the turbulence with the mean flow. 
One would then expect that two flows having dissimilar large structures, 
as in our case, with a< 0 and a = 0, must reflect that fact by affecting 
in a different way the turbulent transport terms in each case. Since 
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these turbulent terms are intimately related to the mean profiles, the 
ultimate effects of structure differences ought to appear in the profiles 
of the mean motion*. 
That the "big eddies" are two-dimensional rather than three-
dimensional is strongly suggested by the high correlation of the spikes 
in figure 10. 
6. 2 Flow Structure at Different Reynolds Numbers: Zero and Adverse 
Pressure Gradients 
As is well known, the main difference between two turbulent 
flows with different Reynolds number, but with the same integral 
scale, is in the smallest eddies: a turbulent flow at a relatively low 
Reynolds number has a relatively "coarse" small scale structure. 
The variation of the Reynolds number can be achieved by either 
changing the tank pressure, or the velocity of the gas streams. As 
the Reynolds number of the flow as a whole increases, e.g. , raising 
the pressure of the tank from 2 up to 7 atm, large eddies appear first 
(at 2 atm only a large structure is visible); the smaller the eddies, 
the later they appear (at 8 atm a fine scale motion is clearly observ-
able). Figures 14 and 15 show shadowgraphs of the mixing layer for 
the two cases a = 0 and a< 0, at different Reynolds numbers. 
At the lowest Reynolds number only the large structure 
appears. These large eddies have the largest amplitudes. The 
velocity and density in them are comparable with the variation of mean 
* See Bection VIII for a corn par i1:1on of the mean profiles for a < 0 and 
a = 0. See alBo Bection 9. 2. 
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velocity and density over the distance 6 (Ref. 28); a verification of this 
assertion can be found in the density traverse across the turbulent 
flow (Sec. VIII). 
The period with which this flow pattern is repeated when 
observed in some fixed frame of reference is of the order of 6/U 
where U is the mean flow velocity. 
Regarding our two-dimensional test photos (Fig. 10), U is of 
the order of 500 cm/sec, and 6 changes from about . 3" to approxi-
mately 1 11 in the most downstream station; therefore the order of 
magnitude of the time scale T of the large eddies could vary from 
about 2 to 10 milliseconds which agrees well with the periodicity of 
the spikes in figure 10. 
As the Reynolds mnnber increases, smaller eddies appear 
which correspond to larger frequencies, and at the highest Re number 
a fine, high frequency, detailed structure is superposed on the big 
turbulent eddies. 
This wavy structure, as pointed out by Brown and Roshko, is 
reminiscent of the late stages of instability waves in laminar free shear 
layers (Ref. 29). Although in this case it is clear from the photographs 
that the scale of the instability structure increases downstream, prob-
ably linearly in the mean like the thickness of the layer. 
It seems plausible that through a highly intermittent, up and 
down wabbling process these waves continuously adjust themselves so 
that in the average, as similarity would require, their wave length 
grows linearly with x. 
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Among other features that can be seen in the shadowgraphs 
we would like to indicate: the differences in the large structures 
presented by the zero and adverse pressure gradient cases* which 
should have a bearing on the turbulent transport terms as we have 
discussed earlier, and the contrast between the two interfaces, 
sharper and better defined in the nitrogen side. 
6. 3 Spreading Rates 
Multiple exposure shadowgraphs were taken, using neutral 
density filters to reduce the light per exposure; from such a super-
position of instantaneous photos, an average picture of the flow 
could be obtained. Figure 16 shows multiple exposure shadowgraphs 
of the mixing layer at different Reynolds nwnbers for the adverse 
pressure gradient case. 
In the shadowgraphs at low Reynolds nwnber a double regime 
is more clearly distinguishable than in the other; in the most upstream 
portion of the layer there exists a transition flow into the adverse 
pressure gradient region where the spreading rate of the layer grows 
much faster; this transition region and in consequence the virtual 
origin moves upstream towards the splitter plate as the Reynolds 
number increases. 
When the virtual origins for the flows at different Reynolds 
numbers are known (Sec. VIII), e.g., from the dynamic pressure or 
density traverse (one estimate can be obtained from the photographs 
* A possible explanation of this difference is given in section IX. 
(section 9. 2). 
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then1selves) we will be able to get one measure of the sp,reading rates 
for the zero and adverse pressure gradients from the shadowgraphs. 
The spreading rate is defined as 
spreading rate = width of the layer (x - x ) 
0 
where the width of the layer, at any x, is the distance between two 
points on two straight lines traced tangentially to the outer edges of 
the mixing layer and passing through the virtual origin (see illustra-
tion below). 
A total of 85 photos were taken for both cases and the margin 
of error around the average spreading rate was never higher than ± 54.. 
The average spreading rate for the a = 0 case and p 1 U1a = p2 u; was 
about 0. 24. The average spreading rate of the a < 0 case was of the 
order of 0. 39. Consequently the mixing layer under an adverse 
pres sure gradient of a = - 0. 18 (Sec. VIII) spreads approximately 60'f, 
faster. Finally we should mention that these pictures were of great 
help in planning the total head and density traverses across the shear 
region. 
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VII. DATA PROCESSING 
7. 1 Pres sure Measurements 
The recorded signals from the array of static pressure tubes, 
five records per run and 200 data signals per record, were read 
record by record. An aritlunetic mean value of the last 150 readings 
of every record was obtained. This mean value gave us the average 
static pressure difference between the static probe corresponding to 
that record, located x inches downstream of the splitter plate, and 
the reference static tube, located at the exit of the nozzles (x = O 
inches). 
The digitized data recorded during the dynamic pressure 
traverses for a < 0 were read record by record and checked for 
obvious errors; e.g. , skipped record, short record, etc. 
The data of every traverse were normalized with the free 
stream dynamic pressure reading corresponding to that traverse; 
these normalized valueswere then plotted against the distance traveled 
across the shear layer. From these plots it was very easy to check 
whether the condition p1 U1 2 = p2 U22 was satisfied or not for all the runs; 
out of 34 traverses only two were repeated because p1 Ui.2 /. p2 u; . It 
should. be mentioned that the helium and nitrogen velocities at the exit 
of the nozzles changed slightly after a few runs due to a pres sure drop 
in the supply lines; in order to minimize the error that this variation 
could introduce in the final data, the velocities of the two gas streams 
were re-set and re-adjusted, after every 2 or 3 runs, to 1naintain 
their original values. 
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To get a profile of mean dynamic pressure (pU3 I p1 U~) from 
the normalized data we proceeded in the following way. Two records 
were taken for each downstream location (record one while moving 
from N 2 to He, record two going in the opposite direction). We 
reversed record two when reading the tape and a profile resulting from 
the arithmetic mean of these two records was obtained. A new smoothed 
profile was now produced from this one by replacing, at every 10th 
data point, whatever value of the dynamic pres sure we had, for the 
local time-space mean dynamic pressure obtained by averaging over 
10 data signals from each side. If the primitive profile had n data 
. n 
points the smoothed one would have only (TO+ 1 ). An illustration of 
the smoothing procedure is presented below. 
pUa 
Value of ( U a) 
Pl 1 c 
etc 
10 
L: 
- --- smoothed profile 
10 
pu3 L: pu3 (~U \from ab + ~l Values(-'---TTau \from be P1 i 'i 1- Pl i 'i 
20 
10 P~ L: ~a ( ,_ u
1
2 ~from be + i= 1 Values ( U alfrom cd = ~----------~!::!_._ __ .._ ____ 
2 
__ 
0 
__________________ __.P~1 ........ _1 __ 1 ______ __ i= 1 Values 
We should note that when smoothing the pitot tube readings we 
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do not actually get pu° I Pl U1 a but some other extra terms as well, 
-.-, ~ t . 1 t " h t f 1 h 5d p u , p u , e c ... ; in neg ec ing t ese erms an error o ess t an ~ 
is introduced (see Appendix C). 
Ten data point signals or . 01 11 distance between the points 
of the averaged profile was considered to be an acceptable separation 
since the opening of the total head pressure tube in the transverse 
direction was about 1 /64 11 wide, and one would expect that the pi tot 
tube was already making some kind of smoothing over that distance. 
A completely similar procedure was followed for the a = 0 
case. 
All the data processing was carried out using an IBM 370/155 
computer. 
7. 2 Density Measurements 
As previously indicated, the Data Slicer formatted the infor-
mation onto the tape in the following way. 
Bytes = 1 Word 
Words 
Record = 16,384 
Records 
File 
08 
=or 
09 
The first half of the samples, contained in every record, were 
disregarded (aspirating probe was moving while taking these samples) 
and only the last 8, 192 digital readings, taken while the probe was 
still, were processed as useful data . 
The helium and nitrogen velocities at the exit of the nozzles 
were checked, re-set and re-adjusted after every two runs. 
The digitized voltages from the constant temperature hot wire 
anemometer were converted to concentration measurements by using 
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the calibration curve of the new aspirating probe (Fig. 17 ). 
The values from readings taken in the pure gases were used 
to determine the maximum voltage variations (V - V . , V in 
max min max 
pure helium, V . in pure nitrogen)*. Other readings were then con-
min 
verted to a percentage of the maximum. This normalization permitted 
the use of a single calibration curve, for every tank pressure, when the 
voltages were transformed to concentration. Several calibrations showed 
that, although the absolute value of the voltages and the maximum varia-
tion changed slightly over a period of time, the scaled values would 
always yield the same concentration measurement, within the accuracy 
of the probe. 
Once the measurements were density converted, a probability 
function of the density was computed at every data point. Therefore 
at any downstream station 8 or 9 density probability functions of 8, 192 
data samples each were generated. 
From the probability distribution at any point, the average 
density and rms value of the density flucuations were calculated for 
that particular point. 
* See Appendix B. 
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VIII. RESULTS 
8. 1 Adverse Pressure Gradient Experiment 
As we have shown in section II, turbulent mixing between two 
streams of different gases in a pressure gradient can have equilibrium 
d a 2 x dU1 structure provi ed p1 U1 = p2 U2 and a = Ui dx = const. 
The analysis of the dynamics of self-preservation involved 
only the equations of mean motion, and did not prove that self-pre-
serving flow is possible. Experimental evidence is needed to verify 
the physical occurrence of equilibrium flow. 
An equilibrium flow of the kind described above has been 
established experimentally in our turbulent mixing apparatus (Sec. V). 
To determine the similarity properties of the mixing layer we measured 
mean profiles of dynamic pressure and density as well as rms density 
fluctuations. 
8. la Dynamic Pressure Profiles 
Measurements of the dynamic pressure were carried out at 
seven streamwise stations, and two traverses were made at every 
location. The maximum velocity was 1080 cm/ sec, and the tank 
pressure was 4 atm; the Reynolds numbers per unit length were 
3 - 1 4 -1 3. 6 x 10 cm for the helium stream, and 1. 2 x 10 cm for the 
nitrogen stream. For each run a traverse of 1 i" (or less) produced 
1250 measurements. 
The digitized data from the total pressure probe were read 
from the tape and normalized with the free stream dynamic pressure. 
The normalized profiles were then plotted against the distance in inches 
/ 
traveled across the mixing layer. 
Seven of these traverse plots, at different downstream stations, 
are shown in figures 18 and 19. 
Considering the maximum and minimum values of the dynamic 
pressure in these plots it can be seen that equilibrium flow has not yet 
been attained at x = 1. 5", and possibly is not fully developed at 2" 
downstream of the splitter plate. 
Following the procedure already explained in section VII, we 
obtained profiles of mean dynamic pressure at each streamwise 
location. A characteristic length in the transverse direction, o1 , was 
defined as the distance between the maximum and the minimum in these 
smoothed profiles. The virtual origin for x was found by extrapolating 
a straight line through the thicknesses determined at each traverse 
(Fig. 20). The origin was found to be 0. 75" downstream of the splitter 
plate edge. 
With the virtual origin x known we found the value of a = - 0. 18 
0 
from the slope of the straight line in figure 21. This figure is a log-log 
plot of the free- stream velocity decay in the streamwise direction 
u (~vs x - x )*; U10 is the helium velocity at the exit of the nozzle. 
U10 o 
Figure 22 is a similarity plot from the smoothed pitot tube 
profiles. Traverses corresponding to x = 0. 75", x = l ", and x = 1. 5" 
have not been included, since it was obvious that an equilibrium flow 
* (U2 /U00 ) would naturally give the same value of a, since r>;aU32 =Pl U13 , 
U20 is the nitrogen velocity at the exit of the nozzle. 
5J 
was not yet established at these stations. It can be seen that even at 
x = 2" the similarity properties are not yet fully established. 
It should be noted that this is a better test than the velocity or 
density profiles to verify the similarity properties of the shear layer, 
because of the sensitivity of the dynamic pressure profile, especially 
its maximum and minimum, to different pressure gradients; constant 
values should indicate equilibrium flow (cf. Figs.18 and 19). 
The total dimensionless width of the shear layer is approxi-
mately 0. 40 which agrees very well with our findings from the shadow-
graphs. 
8. lb Density Profiles 
Four density traverses were made from x = 2. 25" to x = 3. 25", 
after which the side wall begins to interfere with the mixing layer. The 
maximum velocity (helium side) was 1000 cm/sec, and the ambient tank 
pressure 4 atm. 
Eight data points were recorded per traverse, and 8, 192 
samples were processed per data point. An example of a density 
traverse is shown in figure 23; four data points and their corresponding 
probability distributions have been plotted. The plots with 'continuous 
trace' represent the voltage from the constant temperature anemometer, 
after A/D conversion, as a function of time. This computer plot draws 
a continuous line between individual data points, so the latter are not 
clearly distinguishable. 
These voltages were converted to concentration by means of 
the calibration curve, and a density probability function was generated 
5-1 
for each record. 
It is clear from this figure that the voltages are neither 
smaller than V . (nitrogen) nor bigger than V (helium), and that 
min max 
variations in voltage are of the same order of magnitude as the voltage 
difference between the two streams. This is consistent, as indicated 
by Brown and Roshko (Ref. 1 ), with the large structure evident in the 
shadowgraphs, which one imagines can convect gas from one side of 
the layer to the other. 
From the probability distributions a mean density profile at 
each station was obtained, and a characteristic transverse length, 53 , 
was defined as the distance between two points in this profile which 
corresponded to 
p (point 1) = p1 + 0. 90 (p3 pi) 
p (point 2) = P1 + 0. 10 (pa P1) 
In our case for helium and nitrogen 
...e_ (point 1) = 6. 40 
P1 
....e_(point 2) = 1. 60 
P1 
Figure 20 shows a plot of the variation of this length with the stream-
wise coordinate x. Clearly both mean profiles, dynamic pressure 
and density, define the same location for the virtual origin, x • 
0 
The resulting equilibrium profile for the mean density is 
shown in figure 24. 
Profiles of rms density fluctuations, deduced from the 
probability distribution functions, also exhibit similarity (Fig. ZS); 
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i.e. , self-preservation. The maximum rms density fluctuation is 
approximately 20't of (p2 - Pi), and it occurs close to the nitrogen side 
of the mixing layer; in the helium side the fluctuations are less violent, 
but their high frequency content is higher than on the other side (Fig. 23 ). 
8. 1 c Measurements at Different Reynolds Numbers 
Measurements of dynamic pressure, density and rms density fluctu-
ations at different streamwise positions were repeated for tank pres-
sures of 2 and 7 atm. The virtual origins, found the same way as 
before, were 0. 82" and 0. 65" downstream of the dividing plate edge 
re spec ti ve 1 y. 
Maximum velocities were about 1000 cm/sec for both experi-
ments. An estimate of the buoyancy forces revealed that these were 
unimportant since the Froude number for these conditions was of the 
order of 1 00. 
Figure 26 shows a log-log plot of the velocity decay for these 
two cases; the circles belong to the previous experiment (4 atrn), and 
are shown for comparison. It can be seen that, even without re- setting 
the slats the value of a is the same as before; i.e. , a = - O. 18. 
Twelve dynamic pressure traverses at six stations were 
measured for the highest tank pressure, but only eight profiles and 
four positions were taken for the lowest one. Four downstream loca-
tions were investigated for all density measurements. 
Figures 27 through 32 show the similarity profiles obtained 
from these experiments; the dashed lines represent the results 
obtained at 4 atm. 
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It can be observed that the mean profiles are virtually indis-
tinguishable from the ones in figures 22 and 24. Some slight scatter 
is visible at both ends for the mean dynamic pressure at 2 atm (Fig. 30). 
On figure 27 only the four most downstream locations have been plotted; 
as before the equilibrium flow is not yet completely developed at x = 2". 
With respect to the rms density fluctuations it is clear from 
figure 29 that the same self-preserving form of the profile, with all 
its pecularities, is obtained, although a deviation of 6 or 71' occurs in 
the middle of the mixing layer. This is accounted for partly by the 
different behavior of the aspirating probe at higher pressure, and 
partly because the probe begins to become unstable at 7 atm reducing 
the fluctuations whenever large concentrations of nitrogen are sampled*. 
At the lowest Reynolds number (Fig. 32) the data points from 
the two nearest stations to the splitter plate edge deviate from the 
self-preserving profile close to the helium part of the layer. This 
indicates that the fluctuating density field has not yet reached a self-
preserving form at x = 2. 50" for this Reynolds number. 
8. ld Calculation of Reynolds Stress and Turbulent Mass Diffusion 
From the measurements of density and pitot pressure the 
velocity i s obtained using the Bernouilli equation (Fig. 33). As 
predicted by the asymptotic behavior of the mixing layer**the under-
shoot on the low speed side is clearly observable; however the over-
* The reason for taking data at, 7 atm was that we wanted to get a wide 
range in Reynolds number, and at the same time we considered that 
the probe behavior was adequate for comparison purposes with the 
data at 4 atm. See section V. 
**See Appe ndix A . 
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shoot on the high speed side is negligible; both things are in agreement 
with the theoretical analysis. A comparison with the numerical solu-
tion of the eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity model is presented in 
section IX. 
We can now locate the dividing streamline in our experimental 
profiles by using the expression (2. 3. 8 ). Equation (2. 3. 11) was also 
used as a check on our calculations, and it gave the same position for 
11 , that is, corresponding to a density ratio...£.... = l. 70 and a dynamic 
o P1 
pressure ratio pU2 I p1 U1 2 ,;, 0. 60. 
The distributions of shear stress and turbulent mass diffusion 
were then computed from equations (2. 3. 2) and (2. 3. 3) respectively; 
they are shown in figures 34 and 35. Note that the maximum shearing 
stress, about 0. 021,is not at the dividing streamline but displaced 
towards the right of 1b in agreement with the equation (2. 3. 4), since 
c:r( pua - l) is a positive quantity for c:r = - O. 18. 
,,0 
Figure 35 shows S(p)/p which has a maximum at Tl as 
0 
expressed by the equation (2. 3. 5). With this curve, and making use 
of the measured mean density, the turbulent mass diffusion p 'v' / p1 U1 
is calculated; this profile has its maximum shifted towards the 
nitrogen side which is where the rms density fluctuations are higher 
(Fig. 25 ). 
Knowing these profiles, we can estimate the eddy viscosity 
and eddy diffusivity and consequently the turbulent Sclunidt number 
for the flow. 
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From their definitions, we have 
and hence 
ll U(x - x ) 
0 
~t 
ti U(x - x ) 
0 
= 
.J:!i. 
- llU 
(8. 1. 1) 
(8. 1. 2) 
Their distributions across the mixing layer are shown in 
figure 36. It should be taken into account that these computations are 
only reliable at the center of the mixing layer because of the difficulty 
of measuring slopes at the edges of the profiles, especially in the low 
speed side of the velocity distribution. The turbulent Sclunidt number 
of this equilibrium flow is smaller than 1, very likely between 0. 3 and 
0. 4, but increasing towards the outside of the shear layer. From the 
comparison of the numerical solutions and the experimental profiles 
(Sec. IX) we will have another estimate of the values of Set and v t" 
5•) 
8. 2. Zero Pressure Gradient Experiment 
With the similarity properties of the mixing layer in an 
adverse pressure gradient known, we repeated the above experiments 
in a free shear layer with no pressure gradient in the streamwise 
direction*. Thus, by comparing the two flows we expected to draw 
some conclusions on the effects of an adverse pressure gradient upon 
a turbulent mixing layer between two different gases. 
To perform this experiments the slats were repl~ced by a 
solid wall on the helium side and a slotted one on the nitrogen side, and 
their positions were adjusted in order to remove any pressure gradient 
from the test section. 
The maximum velocity was about lOOOcm/sec (Table I), and 
the experiment was performed at an ambient tank pressure of 4 atm. 
Four downstream stations were studied for the density and total head 
measurements, with two traverses per location for the dynamic pres-
sure data. 
8. 2.a Dynamic Pressure and Density Profiles 
With the definition of characteristic lengths the same as for 
the adverse pressure gradient case, we found the virtual origin by 
extrapolating a straight line through the thicknesses determined at 
each station from the smoothed total head and density profiles. It 
was located 0. 2.0" upstream of the splitter plate edge. Figure 37 
shows the variation of this thickness with the streamwise coordinate 
* Brown and Roshko results were not used for the reasons already 
stated in section 5. 3. 
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x; the black dots were obtained from the total head traveri:rns and the 
triangles from the averaged density data. 
The s i milarity profiles for the mean quantities are plotted in 
figures 38 and 39. The data from location x = l" have been left out in 
figure 38 because similarity has not yet been reached at that station. 
It should be noted that the total width of the layer, as indicated by 
these profiles, is approximately 0. 25 which is in excellent agreement 
with our photographic study (see Sec. 6. 3). According to this the 
mixing layer between helium and nitrogen spreads 60( faster for an 
adverse pressure gradient of a = - 0. 18 than for a = 0. A more 
pronounced and broad minimum in the dynamic pressure profile is 
clearly noticeable in the case with pressure gradient (Fig. 22). 
The self-preserving form of the rms density fluctuations is 
shown in figure 40. The form of the profile does not seem to be 
affected by the adverse pressure gradient and, as before, the maximum 
fluctuations are approximately 20~ of (p2 - pi), occurring very near the 
nitrogen side of the shear layer . 
8 . 2b Calculation of Turbulent Terms 
From the pu2 and p profiles we deduced the velocity distri-
bution across the mixing layer (Fig. 41). The dividing streamline 
was found from e quation (2 . 3. 8) after putting a = O; the same location 
of T') was given by equation (2. 3. 11 ); its position corresponded to a 
0 
density ratio p/ p1 of about 1. 78 and a dynamic pressure ratio pU3 I p1 U13 
of 0. 87. 
Replacing a = 0 in equations (2. 3. 2) and (2. 3. 3) we can 
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compute the shear stress and turbulent mass diffusion (Figs. 42 and 
43). T is about 0. 012, and it is located at the dividing streamline. 
max 
Therefore, the adverse pressure gradient produced an increase of 
approximately 7 o<f, in the maximum shearing stress; while its effect 
on the turbulent mass diffusion was to make it only 2oihigher. 
Again the turbulent mass diffusion distribution has a maximum 
near the nitrogen side; where the rms density fluctuations are higher. 
The turbulent Schmidt number was found to be very low, 
around O. 2, at the middle of the layer (Fig. 44). 
A summary of the essential parameters for the two flows is 
presented in table III. 
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IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
9. l Comparison with Numerical Solutions 
The numerical solutions of the equations obtained by using an 
eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity model were plotted for several 
turbulent Schmidt numbers, and compared with the experimental 
results. 
Figure 45 shows this comparison for the dynamic pressure 
profile through the mixing layer in an adverse pressure gradient of 
a= - 0. 18. The best agreement occurs for a turbulent Schmidt number 
of about O. 30 and a value of 13~ 1/18. 5. The virtual kinematic 
viscosity becomes 
o. 0033 
as compared with 0. 0040 for the experiment. 
A similar comparison is shown in figure 46 for the zero 
pressure g radient case. The turbulent Schmidt number for the best 
fit is very close to 0. 20. The resulting 13 is approximately 13 ,; 1 I 28. 5 . 
The eddy viscosity becomes for this case 
v t . 
t. u x = o. 0014 
as compared with 0 . 0016 for the experiment. 
The disagreement of the comparisons on the nitrogen side 
(low speed side) is probably due to our very simple approach of 
constant exchange coefficients. 
Improved numerical solutions could be obtained by introducing 
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better assumptions into the modeling of the turbulent terms*; e.g., 
taking intermittency into account as done by Wygnanski and Fiedler 
(Ref. 5) ,in their numerical solutions o'f jets and wakes in tailored 
pressure gradients. 
As indicated above, turbulent Schmidt numbers are found to 
be very low, e.g. , 0. 2 for a = 0 and O. 3 for a = - 0. 18; which agrees 
fairly well with our results in section VIII. This was somewhat 
surprising since most people use Set = 0. 8 or 1. 0 for their numerical 
solutions, which is not a good assumption at least for the plane, turbu-
lent mixing layer between two gas streams of nitrogen and helium. 
9. 2 Discussion of the Results 
The results indicate that the adverse pressure gradient 
produces a faster spreading rate and a large increase in the eddy 
viscosity and turbulent shear stress, but the turbulent mass diffusion 
and eddy diffusivity only increase moderately. 
Since a detailed account of the effect of density on the turbu-
lent mixing layer is given in reference 1, we will discuss our results 
for the zero pressure gradient very briefly, !1-nd only as a background 
for the understanding of the role of an adverse pressure gradient on a 
turbulent mixing layer between two streams of different gases. 
* References 11 through 22 mentioned at the beginning of section Ill 
make use of different turbulent models. See also other papers 
presented at the Langley Working Conference on Free Turbulent 
Shear Flows, July 1972. 
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9.2a Effect of Density on Spreading Rate and Eddy Viscosity 
Comparing our experimental results for a = 0 with those of 
other investigators for homogeneous flow, it can be seen that the effect 
of variable density, when the light gas (helium) is moving faster, is 
that of increasing slightly the spreading rate of the velocity profile. 
From our experimental data for a = 0 and ~ = 0. 378, i.e., 
Pi U12 = P2U22 
h""' o. 105 6.;:-
where 
h= 
and 
From Spencer's (Ref. Z6) velocity profile for g~ = 0. 3 
h""' O. 085 llU 
u 
(9.Z.l) 
(, 5 
A co1nparison of the eddy viscosity coefficients is presented 
in table IV below*. 
TABLE IV 
Comparison of eddy viscosity coefficients 
Miles and Shih 
Spencer and Jones 
Present experiment 
a= 0 
.!!a - o. 3 78 Ui -
t. U(x - x ) 
0 
0.0010 
o. 00114 
0.0016 
Again, the bigger eddy viscosity indicates a faster spreading 
for the variable density case, but not greatly so. 
Vt 
On the other hand, the value of t. U(x-~ ) = 0. 0040 for a = - O. 18 
0 
comes from the fact that the adverse pressure gradient stretches the 
velocity profile and substantially increases the shear stress across the 
layer (cf. Eq. 8. 1. 1) 
* Our value ) has been calculated from equation (8. 1. 1) t. U(x - x · 0 
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9.2b Density Profiles and Large Structure Model 
With respect to the profiles of density and rms density fluc-
tuations it is interesting to note the completely different behavior on 
the nitrogen and on the helium sides (Figs. 24 and 25 ). On the low 
speed side the density rapidly drops to lower values and the rms 
density fluctuations have a large peak to peak amplitude, approximately 
40% of the overall density difference, whereas on the high speed side 
the average density is fairly uniform and the amplitude of the fluctua-
tions ·is not larger than 101> . This would seem to suggest that the gases 
are more thoroughly mixed in the low density side of the mixing layer. 
A possible explanation can be found if we regard the large 
structure as a rolled up vortex sheet which is separating the two gases 
at all times except for the molecular diffusion occurring across it. 
An aspirating probe placed at any point in this type of shear 
layer would see large fluctuations of density distributed in a bimodal 
fashion, in contrast to a narrow gaussian distribution for a well diffused 
mixture a t that point. 
We suggest the existence of an instability phenomenon com-
bined and interacting with the rolled, diffused vortex sheet, which 
by extrapolation of Davey's (Ref. 29) findings to turbulent flows would 
result in a more sharp and stable interface on the nitrogen side as 
compared to the helium part of the layer, where light gas going at high 
speed and heavy gas at low form an unstable situation; in consequence 
a less sharp and more diffused separation between the two gases will 
develop (see illustration below and cf. Fig. 13 ). 
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The density probability function for this model would be some-
where in between the bimodal and gaussian distributions. Figures 47 
and 48 show a complete density traverse for the a = 0 case. 
a=O 
---1V{+oo) 
a=-0.18 
---- (a=O) 
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9. 2.: Effect of Adverse Pressure Gradient on the Large Structure 
A possible understanding of the effect of an adverse pressure 
gradient on the above large structure model can be found by calculating 
the velocity outflow from equations (2. 3. 12) and (2. 3. 13). 
* 
"""' - 0. 025 
=- - o. 056 
The minus sign comes from the fact that the high velocity (low 
density) side has the lowest value of pU across the layer, so that 
P1 U1 - pU < 0 throughout. 
For the adverse pressure gradient we have a divergent V 
velocity field superposed on the constant entrainment velocity (see 
Sec . 2. 3b). It should be noted that this divergent velocity field is 
produced by the adverse pres sure gradient through the terms 
cc 
- cc 
-a J pu dx and -a J pu dx in equations (2. 3. 12) and (2. 3. 13). 
0 0 
By putting s = 0 in our experimental profiles, and considering 
0 
that s = 0. 165 and s = - 0. 26 roughly correspond to the outer edges o f 
the shear layer we get: 
V(+ cn) """' o. 0097 - a(s - o. 165) for s > O. 165 
U1 
=- o. 14 -a(s + o. 26) for ~ < -0. 26 
* As compared with Miles and Shih (Ref. 27) values for a homogeneous 
mixing layer with UJU1 = 0. 47; i.e., V(+ CX))/U1 = 0. 005, 
V(- CC)/U2 = 0. 014. 
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Consequently, the lateral velocity on the low speed side could 
be as high as 16<t of the longitudinal velocity*. 
We believe that this divergent and strong lateral velocity field, 
produced by the adverse pressure gradient, stretches the vortices in 
the vertical direction and squeezes them in the streamwise direction 
(see illustration above and cf. Fig. 13). 
Probably, the process mentioned above increases the flue-
tuation level in the velocity field, but the straining of the interface 
between the two gases produces no significant modification on the 
characteristics of the concentration profile or in the density fluctua-
tions, except for a scale factor and perhaps minor alterations on the 
helium side, where the interface is more diffused and we would expect 
stronger coupling between the velocity and density fields. 
This reasoning can be illustrated by plotting, for both flows, 
a= -0. 18 and a= 0, therms density fluctuations at any point across 
the layer against the average density corresponding to that point 
(Fig. 49 ). This figure shows that for a certain value of the average 
density the rms density fluctuations are almost the same for the zero 
and adverse pressure gradients, except for the low densities, where 
slightly higher values of the fluctuations are found for the adverse 
pressure gradient case. 
* Note that U2 /U1 ""' 0. 38 and U . /U1 ""'0. 34 min 
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9. 3 Conclusion 
We have shown analytically that turbulent mixing layers 
between two streams of different gases in pressure gradients can have 
a a x dU1 
equilibrium structure provided p1 U1 = p2 U2 and a = Ui dx = const. 
In this case,. o "'X, i.e. , the spreading is linear in x. Such an equi-
librium flow has been set up experimentally in our turbulent mixing 
apparatus and its properties for a = - 0. 18 and a = 0 have been measured. 
The similarity properties have been established from mean profiles of 
dynamic pressure and density. The profiles of rms density fluctuations 
have also been shown to be self-preserving. 
It has been found that for an adverse pressure gradient of 
a= -0. 18 the turbulent mixing layer spreads about 60~ faster than for 
a = 0 (zero pres sure gradient). 
Maximum shear stress is about 70~ higher while the turbulent 
mass diffusion is only 20~ higher; on the other hand, rms density 
fluctuations are nearly the same, and approximately 20~ of the overall 
density difference, in both flows. 
It seems fairly reasonable to conclude that the adverse pres-
sure gradient primarily effects the fluctuating velocity field and hence 
the transport of momentum. 
Turbulent Schmidt numbers are very low; e.g. , 0. 2 for a = 0 
and 0. 3 for a = - 0. 18. As a result, a large deficiency of dynamic 
pressure is found on the low speed (high density) side of the layer, 
possibly resulting in flow reversal for higher values of a (stronger 
adverse pressure gradient). 
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APPENDIX A 
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
Having in mind equations (3. 1. 3) through (3. 1. 8) we shall 
assume that: 
A('T"]) = A + A 11 + ..... 0 
U('T"]) = l + U11 + ...•. 
p = l + P11 + ..... 
x = 0 +Xu + ..... 
as Tl ... +co 
whereu11 << l, p11 <<1, A11 << A ... 0 
For the sake of abbreviation we shall call 
Integrating the diffusion equation and knowing that A(11 = 0) = 0, 
0 
it can be seen that as T') -+ +co 
A ('T"])""" - (l + a)'T"] 
0 
Equations (3. 1. 3) and (3. 1. 5) are reduced to 
- (1 + a) 'Tl Xu + Ai1 + (l + a )uu = 0 
Ai1 + ( 1 + a)u11= -i1- X~1 
ct 
Eliminating AD. -i( 1 + a)uu between these two equations and 
considering that X11 < 0, for all T) 
Xu - -
Set (l+a) a 
l y 2 T) 1a e 
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where I a I > 0 is a constant. 
From the definitions of X and Y we get 
Y = uJ'.1 + H. 0. T. 
Xu= Ph + H. 0. T. 
Consequently 
Set 
(I) ---
Pu""'" la I J e Y as T'l -+ +co . 
T) 
The momentum equation becomes 
Set 
r:a 
--z ... 
e yu'i1 + (1 +a) Tl uh - 2auu =be 
--~l Y+ a .,, where C ., 
and p has been expanded in l as T'l -+ +co. 
Tl 
- (J':a 1 Now let u11 = e w, and we will have for a = 4 
.. 
w - [ l C:a + (.!. + 2a 4 2 1 +a 
1 
-(-
be 2 )]w=-,-
- Sc)£ 
t 2 
This equation with the right hand side equal to zero belongs to the 
class of parabolic cylinder functions and its solution can be found in 
Abramowitz "Handbook of Mathematical Functions 11 , Sec. 19. 
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There are two independent solutions 
as C ... +co. 
Using the Green's function for the forced solution, and assum-
ing that u11 _. 0 as T) _. +co and Set< 1 we get 
if 
Pu 
~ !al (u~~~2) 
Sct(l+a) 
where has been substituted*. 
Hence for - 1 <a <0 and T) _. +co, p11 > 0, and u11 > 0, 
the velocity profile will therefore approach the free stream value from 
above (overshoot). 
* See our definition of f3 in section 3. z. 
7 4 
To study the asymptotic behavior as T) -+ -00 we assume 
A(T)) = A + Ai2 + · · · · · 0 
P = (h) + Pui + · · · • • P1 
X = X12 + . . ... 
and following the same pattern we have used before we find that 
if 
~ I aa I (U~~~2 ) 
Set (l+a)(El.)-} 
Pa 
as T) -+ -oo . 
Hence if - l < a < 0 and T) -+ -00 and Pia < 0 and u13 < 0 , 
that is to say, the velocity will tend towards its free stream value 
from below (undershoot). 
-l<a <o 
Set< I 
overshoot u ,-~ 
I 
1 u1= I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
undershoot I 
~,'-l<a<O 
I 
u2= ; 7 u12 Set< I 
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APPENDIX B 
A Small, Fast-Response Probe to Measure Composition 
of a Binary Gas Mixture 
G. L. BROWN• AND M. R . REBOLLOt 
California Institute of Tecl11wlogy. Pasadena, Calif 
A ...... to~ ck COOO<mlnlicMI of 1M c:om-•I• la a blaary nohhln of pMS lo........_ T'llo ...... lo 
.-,i. to - - .,it• nouff. It umplH from • .. ry -•II •ol-, i.u a fast 1i.. rnpomo - ... •tty 
...Uy 4ecttt 1°. o1 i..11- lo al1roe ... ~ .. ,i ... 1io. or tM pritoclple or operatio. Is ........... ,i. ol dw 
,.....,. of 4lm<mloul Ollal}ois wbeo appl~ lo •~•I may 1ttm to lie q.UI• a .....,akat-4 - ..r....war ~-­
'IH ... ltsls iUUHfS se .. ral u~ri-ots "hidl In '""' Ind to a mor• detali..i -nt---. ol ti.. probe .... 
lmpro .. m .. ts ill its 4Hic•· 
Nomenclature 
" - velocity or wund 
c- c - ipcc16c: hc'9h 
/' • - hot wuc d1 .. mclcr 
k. - thermal conduc11v1ty 
K11& - Knudsen number• t).. /d) • ty•/2J"'tM./Rr.I 
M - Mach number 
MW - molecular wc1ghl 
Nu, - Nusscll numbcr - [qf T. - T,] d/k, 
p - ftrC'~)UfC 
p~ = do"' m.1rcam pressure 
q - con\.'C\.11\'c heat-transfer ra1c 
Q =- add1t1onal potNcr required to keep wire al T. when probe 11 
placed on a gas 
R - gas constant 
R. =- hot .. urc rcs1s1anoe a1 T. 
R~. ... Reynold) number • " 4 11,. d/µ. 
T = 1empcra1ure 
T. - temperature of the wire 
T, .- reL:overy temperature of 1he wire 
u = ve1<.x.·11y 
U - ,,.mpled gas -.loaly rcla1ive to 1he probe 
I ' .. bridge .. uhage 
v. - bndgc vohage for probe in vacuum 
- energy 4c,.;ommoda11on cocffictcnl 
"/ - specific he.ti nuio • ',/'r 
p - dens11y 
*"' molecular mean free path 
µ ~ v1scos11y 
S11hscripts und Sup;rscrrpts 
). • stagm111on cond1t1ons. 
).. • frcc:!i.Uc•m condauons 
t• • sonic cond1t1ons 
lacroducrl• 
T HIS work was stimula1ed by a need lo measure the local composition an a plane lurbulenl mixing layer between lwo 
d1fferen1 gas streams. In our experimenlS lhC!C gases are usually 
ni1rogen and helium. A small sampling volume, an outpul 
independenl of lhe velocily of the Ru1d relative to 1he probe, 
and a response lime of milliseconds or less were cssen1ial 
rC<juiremenlS to be met. The probe which was developed has 
Received September Y. 1971; rev1s1on received December 22. 1971. 
The authors gratdully "d'"o"' ledge many profilablc d1scun1ons v.1th 
A Ro\,hko and J E. BroadVrtcll We arc 1ndchtcd tu the Department 
o( the Navy, Oftkc of Naival Rc~.arch. who supponcd this """'>rk 
lndc• t.:•ttegor1es M:e!tCan:h FaL:1h11cs ;,nd ln!1.1tUmenta11o n, MulU· 
pbd.\.C FloVrt) 
•Senior Rcscain:h 1-ellow, Uraduauc Aeron»ullcal Lt1bura1oncs 
t <..Jraduate S1udcn1 anJ RncJrt.:h A)~l!i.l"nl. Gr•Jualc Aehmaut1L:.al 
Labortt1u11es 
some fealures in common w1lh lhe -heat flux probe for high 
lemperalure ga>es- of Blackshear and Lingerson, 1 and the 
aspiraung probe used by D'Souza, Mon1ealegre and Weinstein.' 
I . D~ription 
The probe is sketched in Fig. I. lls constrllClion is simple, 
panicularly wi1h lhe assis1ance <>fa glass-blower. The tip is 2 mm 
glass lubing dra"n to a poinl and lhen polished to expose a 
fine hole. In our case lhe efTectl'e diame1er of this hole is 
0001 in., delermined from lhe measurements described in Sec. 5. 
Two holes approximately 0010 in. in diam and as near as 
practicable to lhe tip "ere made opposlle each other in lhe 
walls of the tubing wnh a ho1 tungs1en wire. Bared copper 
leads were lhen glued lo the outside of the tubing and an 
une1ched Wollas1on wire poked thrnugh 1he h<>les in the tuhing 
"alls and soldered al each end to lhe copper leads. The 
soldered 1oin1S and lhe holes "ere 1hen covered "'lh epoxy, 
care being laken lo prevent 1he epoxy running along 1he 
Wollas1on wire. When lhe glue "as well cured. ni1ric acid "as 
sucked inlo lhe luhc and allowed to elch 1he "ire up lo the 
epoxy and expose 1he lh1n t00005 in.I platinum " ire. The 
1uhong ""' lhen slipped inln a bras. holder and >ealed in 
·plac-.: ""h shrinkable lubing 
2. Principle of Opttalion 
The probe is auached lo a vacuum pump and the pla1inwn 
wire maintained al some fixed temperature r. ti.e .• rcsisianoc 
R.l above i1s surroundings with the usual feedback bridge. If 
1he probe is placed in a vacuum some electncal power V.'f R. 
IS required to mainlain lhe wire al the lemperalurc T. because 
o f hea1 condllClion losses. The add111unal po,.er Q = 
t V'- i-: 'l/ R. required lo kocp lhe "ire al lhtS lempcralure 
when lhe probe is placed in a gas tor gas m .. 1urel is lhen a 
function of the following variables 
Q =ftp,.p •. r_.R.C,.µ •. k •. d T • . P) ti) 
where R is the gas constanl, p, lhe downstream vacuum 
Te..,___.. 
..... 
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llrC~~UIC, a/ a ~11.d.Jt.1t'f1Stic dilliClblOll O( gec>mctrically s1m1lar 
p1ut>c-> h tt . """''..: ,l1Jmctcr) anJ the ocher ~ymbols ha't'e 1heir 
u\Udl lfH . • ,1101~ I Jlu: «' !i.Ub~npt refers 10 )l4gnatiun L:on-
J1t1t.m) m the g.ts heu1g ).Cf.01plt."d) 01menswnal analysis then 
rc:<jUlfes lh•I 
Q I( P. µ0IRT,.~'~d µ0 c, ~ T_ ~) 
fci';d = p
0
RT,. ' 11
0 
• k
0 
' R ' T,.. P. 12) 
Ideally the parameter P)P. can be made arburanly small and 
negligible with a vacuum pump or suffie1en1 capacity, m which 
case the outpul Q depends only on stagnation variables. If 
the sampled gas moves relati\'e 10 rhe probe with a velocity 
(j !hen . 10 order IV/u.)2 (a
0 
is !he stagnation vcloc11y or 
sound!, all Of the above parameters have the >3me value 1f 
evaluated al >lallc condu1om as they do at stagnation con-
d1t1fln). That is. for the s.ame static u:mperaturc in the gas 
bemg sampled. the output ur the probe depend> on lhe gas 
and not on the vch>euy or the gas rclauve to the probe 1r 
l <! u
0
• The e•penment dcscnbed m the folio" mg >ecuons males 
11 po>>1hle 10 >late 1h1s d llule more pre.:1sely It should be 
noted thJt for perfe.:l gase> hJvmg the >.1me Prandtl number 
1:4 121 may he redul'Cd to 
Q = J ( " ''·"· d 1. - r.) ()) 
kl T. - 1.Jd " 1•. . T,. 
ur. 1( T. 1s constant 
Q _=I('/ p0 u 0 d) 
klT_ - T,.'IJ . µ
0 
141 
For a given Oo" at the ""e and small values o( 
IT. - T.1/7; '"here T. IS the re.:overy temperature or the un-
heated -...irel one expcl1S 1he c4ua11on for lhe addilional tem-
perature field (due Ill the healing of the -...orel lO be linear, that 
" for Q to he proporuonal to IT. - T,J. Sin~ the recovery 
lemperalure 1s very nearly the 'IJgnallon 1cmpcra1Urc for tircular 
l')'llnders. over a very large Reynold, number and Mach number 
range 1Bald11.m, Sandhorn. Laurenl-c'). T. " approximately T,. 
ta!r.!r.Ummg ad1ahat1c flu" up tu lhe '-'ln:t ~u that llOC expel1S 
E4 HJ 10 apply even 1r ther< are small vJr1a11ons m r,.. 
3. Calibration and an Experiment 
The probe was pla.:cd m various gases and gas mixtures 
contained ma 500 cuhll: in volume:. 
In the: '-'a..e l>r m1,1urc~. 1hc .. uder in "h1...:h the ga~~ "ere· 
added 11.a> varied Jnd mca>uremcnts rccordtd when the re>uhs 
-..er< independent or 1h1> order The volume 11.a> filled to ahoul 
105 p>1a Jnd lh••n hkd sl''"' ly. mca>urcment> he mg made al 
0Ft10<..l V'CJL lACi( 1>v~ ,, C~C.. l "'° lJ.ATl(J,,_ Of Ht •l'I Nl 
I 
I 1()()t 64 ' 
.. , 
l 
,., 
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:' )4 7 § 6!IO, l41 
~ fo-..--i<,.,,- - -.t>.._- -e0-..--0o ... 
~~ ~NfkAllON 't.. Of H4' 
Fl&. l BrWp •ol•aa• .. .-... ra16- ..t II• io N ,. 
Y INCHES 
vanous pressures do-.. n to l ps1a. During this proocss, the 
lcmpcrature or lhe gas mlXlure In the volume did not differ 
perccpubly from room temperature. h is 11.onh notinf! &hat at 
any one pressure the vollmeter readmg was steady -...ithin about 
I m1lhvoh Id. Fig. 21 A cross plot ,,r hrodge output m volls 
agamsl molar con~ntr3llOn Of helium 1n OltrOj!en for various 
pressur"' 1s shown m F 1g. 2 
An example or a measurement .... hich made USC or these 
l'ahbrJlh.m cunc'" 'ho"n m Fig. :l: It i' an 1llu'itrdt1Un of the 
'Ul:'l:C') "llh ~hh.:h the fjrtlhc mcch the rcqu1rcmc:nh l1~1cd m the 
lntro<luctu:m The mCJ,urcmc:nt ..:-nn,btcd ,,f tra\er,mtz the probe 
Jcro" a pl.tnc turbulent mu.mg. la}cr bet"een nitrog:c:n and 
helium IJt rth1m 1empcr.tturc . ._, prcv~urc t1f 7 atm and \Cr~ '''" 
\1.1...:h numhcr) .md mca,uring 1hc ..:-onl-entrJ11un C\Cf) t•nc 
thnu"md1h uf Jn m..:-h The tr;.1,er~ " ·"at a rate ,,f :! -.cc in :>t.l 
1h<.1t J '<.implc "J' ,1h1Jm\!d C\Cf} 1 m~c The prnhc ,,utput, 
after A D con\cr,ion and rcdm.:llon tn \alucs or cunccntra1H'n 
b ~ho" n m Frg J Thi~ c.·omputc:r pll'l dra°"s a cnntmuuus line 
he111.c<:n individual data points. so the ldller Jre not dearly 
d1>llnttuishahle. "le•erthelc>S ll may be >ecn thdl the prnbe 
rc,ponJ, hl \Cr) IJrgc "·h.in~c~ ,,f ""·'ml-cntrJthm m 1c,~ 1h.1n 
:! m...e..:- Thi: ripple Jt CJl'h end l•f the 1r•t'er'iC ct1rrc,pt1nJ, 
hl l'hangc::, in the lca't '1gnifo.·Jnt h11 ,,r the -1 /) con\c:rter It " 
noted that al no pcunl 1> the wmputed den>ily greater than the 
den>llY 0r N 2 or lc-s 1han that or He; if there "ere any su.:h 
ptHnh. a ~n:,1t1vll) to vc:k)(.'.uy 'Aould he imphed A more com· 
ple1e account or the <xpcnmcnt 1s given m Ref 8. 
4- Accommodation f.ll'ttts 
Although the , ·ahbrJll<>n lU"C' tFig ~I -..ere sufficient ror 
u~mg the probe to mea~ure l.'."lHll'l:ntratu.m. they defied currclatu.ln 
m terms of E<J. (-ll and "e 11.cre pwmpted tu l<>ul panK.-ularly 
at ga..:> having the same / 
Again hy varying the pre,;,ure m the volume. results r,,, He. 
Ar. and Kr "ere ohtamed I Fig -'I. II is dear from 1h1s ligure 
that E4 1-'l doe> nor correlate the measurement> and 11 i< sho-...n 
IO Sc<: 6 that the parameltr p,. p
0 
• .t»Uml'tJ m>1gnific-.mt, "as 
>UOiciently >mall for ll' varo:11i1>n I<> he un11nJl<>rlan1 E\ldcntly 
VJri.1hlc' -...h1d1 .ue >1~m1tk1n1 ha'c lx'Cn 1)!n1>rnl m the 
d1mcn,11•na l analy>J>. Thu>C m•><I hJ..cl} O\erl1><>led \H\Uld S«m 
tu he tho>e needed to de>cnhc al'l.'l>mm1>da1ion elfe.:i- at tl>e -..ore 
>urfo.:e, parllCUIMly lhe prupcn1eS of the >Urfo~ ll>Clf 'lnc'C the 
~tt•'nlll c:ro~s !loe..:-tton of the ga~ (and therc:forc the Knud)Cn 
numherl " not an independent varoahlc hut is determined hy 
''·· " ·· and 11 • . Sul'h ctTc...:h ha\'C: been nhscrvcd prcviousl} "'uh 
hot "1n:s m helium 1A1harJ, Ka'"'). Lihby•1. 
If the cncrg) a"·-:,,mmt.ldJlll'n t.:tlCffi..:1cnt at the "'ire ~urfal.."C 1s 
, , then It b C\Jl('l..' ted' 1hat J plo1 of .\'u.,. J~;.11n~t ''•"•J ''• 
~h,1ulJ ... ·urrclatc the JalJ \'ah.H:, of ::. Y.C:r~ ... ·h,,~n hl g1'~ the 
hc't l 'OIJJp:ioC of the dJtJ r,,r Jrgnn .mJ hd1um t'h.iJctJ fl''lnh 
in t ·~ ~) onh' the: dJtJ r,,, lr)phm In dkd, th" means 
""h'''l'IOlf J: ratit.l f,1r the al-comm,lCJ.11h10 l..'l'\c.."fh1..·1~nh ,,f helium 
.1nJ lqphHl and a fJth' r,u lhlhC ,,r J(}.!ttl1 JflJ ... f\(llt.lll The...: 
IJll'" .HC' O.ll for hd1um Jnd 0~7 f," ~1f!!t'n lh( .1h"''lutc 
\JIUl' ,.r l r ... r lr)pt,1n I) l'~p.:1.:tc:J Ill he OCJI unlly Ahht.lUgh 
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lhe a.:commodalloa ,·odficienls or incn ga:.es depend slrongly 
on ,urfaoe condi1ion•• .md surface 1emperalure. these values for 
the ra1ios arc 001 a1ypical. 
S. MllSS F1ow in the Probr 
The Reynolds number al the orifice, assuming sonic con-
dilions. is quite large (150 10 30001 but downstream or lhe lip 
as 1he cross-sectional area increases it becomes correspondingly 
mU>=h smaller and ii is perhaps not obvious that lhc How is in 
fact choked al 1hc lip. The following experiment answered lhis 
question and also led 10 conclusions abou1 lhc How condi1ions 
al lhc wire. 
A volume was filled with gas 10 I05 psia and lhcn bled 
through the probe orifice 10 approxima1cly 40 psia. The tem-
perature in 1hc volume remained essentially constanl . Measure-
ments were made or the dc.:ay in gas pressure as a runc11on 
or time and lhc results for argon and helium arc ploued on 
Fig. 5. Evidently the rale or pressure decay is directly pro-
ponional 10 gas pressure (I.e .. pressure is an exponenual 
function or timel do1<n to pressures '" helium or. say, 25 ps1g. 
Above this pressure the mass How rate (proportional 10 dp/dt 
for corislanl temperature in the volume) is therefore proponoonal 
10 gas density and in fact the ratio or the proponionality 
constant for these two gases is the same as the ratio or their 
sound velocities. Assuming choked conditions the calculated 
effective orifice diameter (0.0011 in) 1<as as near the physical 
diameter as 1<e could determine 1<1th a microscope. The flow 
1<as therefore choked at the top and the mass How rate 
independent of viscosny for 1hroat Reynolds numbers greater 
than . .ay. JOO. 
6. Flow Condirions at the Wire 
Although it is nOI re4uored for using the calibrated probe, 
it is or interest IO try IO undersland flow condilions al lhC 
wore. This is nOI simple 10 determine thcore11cally; although 
viscosity has no effect on the mass How. it will have a con-
siderable effect on the How up to the wore. which is in a 
section or the channel of much larger area. There exists the 
possibility of expansion 10 supersonic velocities. the existence of 
diffuser shock 1<aves, 1hc possibility or reaching rarefied flow 
condi1ions. etc .. all of these dcpendenl on area ratio, pressure 
ra1io and effects of viscosity. 
Knowing the mass flow, the heal-transfer rate and wire 1cm-
pera1urc. 'li'C can c)timatc a Nu)!totlt number anJ a 'AirC Rc) nold) 
number f111u./ 11.) by a))uming an cffccll\C length for the v. ire 
th '' al~o a»umcd 1ha1 lhi' lcnglh '' 1hc effe,11\c d1Jme1er 
o( lhe ma)' no"' .) Given a pltll of .\'u agJm)t Rt# for \arlOU) 
Ma.:h numbers (Ref•. 7 and 31. an iteration lead' to an 
e.11ma1e of the \1a.:h numhcr. Fur 1he prohc de,.:r1hcd 
prcv1ou>ly thi' "a' found In hc .i k>1< value. ab<•ut 0 I 1<1th 
Reynold> number \'a1)1ng 1<1th pre»urc frum about I 0 to 10. 
,, 
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In this range, lhc slope of 1hc Nu-Rr curve on a log-log 
plot is closerio i than I, as indeed we observe CFig. 4~ 
That the How al the wire was evidently subsonic raised the 
question or whether or not the output of lhc wire was 
mdcpendcn1 of the vacuum pump and plumbing tcxprcsscd 
simply by the parameter p)p,). The i1era1ion described leads 10 
an estimate for 1he pressure al the wire, namely SO mm Hg. 
typically. The measured pressure at the pump in this ~ -.as 
15 µHg 1<hich agreed -.·ell 1<i1h the manufacturer's claim of 
20 µHg for 1he measured mass Ho1< . Changing the pressure 
at 1he pump from 15 µHg 10 3.5 mmHg produced no chan!lC 
on probe output. II appears then 1ha1 from 1he tip 10 the 
pump there may be a number or sonic throats before -.h1ch 
there 1s \'iscous compre>S1hle How and an acceleration from 
subsonic lo sonic veloc;ty. This .:ondusion -.as runher sup-
ported by measurements of lhe pressure downstream of the v. ire 
(pressure typically I mmHg). The ratio or 1his pressure to the 
•lagna1ion pressure 1<as the same for 1hc same throat Reynolds 
number on helium and argon (quile different stagnall<'n pres-
sures). as dimensional analysis demands if P,;P. is negligible. 
The estimated Knudsen numhcr al 1hc v. ore is lcs.• than 0.1. 
It i~ mtcrcstmg 1hat accommodath.ln clleds oci.:ur even at these 
lo" values. a• has indeed been oh.crvcd hy other investigators. 
7. Scnsitiwity to Velocity 
To lest 1hc probe sen .. 1ivi1y 10 velocity we placed it in a 
uniform stream of helium al 1hrcc J11Teren1 vclociues (270 
cmisec. IOOOcm1scc and 1770 Lm sec). The output v.as unaffected 
by velocity; the relative error in bridge output voha@IC 1<as 
smaller than i" 0 at the highcsl velocity. 
With the informa1ion that -.c ha\'e, one can cstirna1e the 
error made 1f un~ Jctermmc') the cimt.-cntra1am or a movmg gas 
w11h a prnhc that has hccn calibrated on •talionary miuurcs, 
the >!Jli.: temperatures being 1he <ame in hoth cases. If the 
Ma.:h number of the mnvmg gas (i.e., U /<JI is M I hen the 
L ___ ·-- . -
-,==~ ~ ~ ' 1 ~ .... -""' .. ..._~ .... :::::=1-----
....... ~.. - ·-·-"".,,,,. 
L, · 1 '1 ' ·rs 
··ia. 6 Rlw 11one _,..., O.Cil~ ,....o of~ of ....... to 
,.!ttlalC' of llM>c'k •••~: •Uontal K•I~ : 100 µM<14i"t Ht1ic-al IC"81~ : 
o.~ • "'· 
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rclaliw: enor iu lhe dclenmned appaLeOI molci.'\lw wc1gl11 MW 
is. roughly, for small Mach number 
"'f .\f lY)/MW ::. [TJ(T. - T.l- 2)M' (S) 
o r less, i( y and 2 vary wi1h cono:ntration. 
8. Time Response 
As the distano: from the o rifio: in the tip to the wire is 
small and the gas velocity is or lhe order or the speed or 
sound .a 1ime response: or µSt'c might be Cllpc:cted. unless 1he 
size or 1hc: hot wire and the electronics limil it to a longer 
time. 
A new probe with a smaller wire diameter (0.0001 in.) and a 
less rapid area expansion (based on the findings in Sec. 6) was 
constructed and plao:d in 1he end wall or a shock tube. The 
gas in the tube was nurogen, ini1ially at atmospheric pressure. 
A shock wave passing by the probe produced an instantaneous 
change in the stagnation conditions of the sampled gas and the 
corresponding change in probe output was photographed (Fig. 6~ 
(time scale = 100 µsec/cm, venical scale s O.OS v/cm). The 
response: time 1s evidently about 200 µset: . The experiment was 
repeated using hehum instead of nitrogen and, a s expected, the 
nsc: time was faster. II is noted that a much longer time 
response: 1s a>SOC1a1c:d v. ith the -..ann1ng up of the glass. 
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APPENDIX C 
An Estimate of the Error in the Measurements of Dynamic Pressure 
The impact or pitot tube responds to the time-averaged total 
head as given by*: 
( p ) p + 1 ( I ) ( u + U I )2 T measured""' static 2 P + P 
The static pressure, P was monitored inside the shear 
static' 
layer by mounting the static pressure tube side by side with the pitot 
tube. Hence for the method employed to measure profiles, 
( A ) :::.. l c + 1) (U + I )2 + p _ p ** 
u P measured 2 p P u static static 
. 1 
(t, p) ""' - f pU2 + p,:iiT + 2 U p'u'} 
measured 2 
Therefore, 
(t, p)measured 
1 - :a 
-pU 2 
For a physical situation as illustrated below 
u, 
t---~~ 
p'u' <0 negatively correlated 
p 'v' > 0 positively correlated 
*A · 1 11 than"""l5°. ssum1ng yaw ang es sma er 
** If the static part were remote, there would be a residual static 
fluctuation. 
8(1 
where "."' l k 1 l is the correlation coefficient between Q' and Q 
and k 3 is the correlation coefficient betweenq-and~ . 
Assuming that./? ~ 
since you would expectq and~ to be more highly correlated 
than# andQ, i.e.,~,;;: lk1I· 
From our distribution of turbulent mass diffusion we found 
p'v' that ( U) . """ O. 07; consequently, p1 1 maximum 
-,-, 
2(~; ) 
where l!.iJ. ~ 1 
ka 
""" 
""" -
2~ 
ka 
LW 
ka 
p'v' (ibu1) (p u ) 
l l 
o. 07 
The maximum value of u'3 /U1
3 in a turbulent mixing layer is 
from 0. 15 to 0. 20 (Refs. 25 and 26); therefore, 
eu~2 
pU =- 0. 03 
We estimate that we are introducing an error which will not 
be larger than approximately 4 or 5~ 
(tip)measured 
1 - a 
-pU 2 
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2 e'u' ( p u ) 
-7'1 
We should mention that (neglecting potential fluctuations) had we been 
monitoring the static pressure in the free stream, the error would 
have been of the order of 104 instead of 4~, since 
(tip)measured""" 21 (p + p' )(U + u' )a+ p t t" - (P t ti ) s a ic s a c co 
But from the y-momentum equation we know that 
P """(P ) - v'2 
static static co P 
Hence 
+34 -7'1> 
As swning that pu ' 2 ,.., pv' 2 (you would expect triple corre-
lations to be small compared to double correlations); we could have 
had about 104 error. 
On the other hand, for a physical situation where p'u' > 0, 
it would be advantageous to measure (P . ) instead of P t ti 
static co s a c 
It is clear that direct measurements of the velocity would be 
more satisfying. Such measurements could be made using some type 
of laser duppler system, although some difficulties are being experi-
enced in applying these systern s to turbulent flow in gases. 
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c5 I Exp. Data 
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( eU2 ) 
P1 U/ ii 
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• 87 . 60 
(fi-)Tl 
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(eu2 L ua P1 l ax 1. 22 1. 20 
('7 ). (P2 - P1) max . 19 . 20 
( eu'v' ) u2 P1 i max . 012 . 0205 
(~) 
P1U1 max 
. 068 . 082 
Vt 
t:.U(x - xo) . 0016 . 0040 
~ 
t:. U(x - x ) 
0 
• 010 . 012 
Set . 16 . 33 
Table Ill. Effect of adverse pressure gradient on shear layer parameters 
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Figure 5. Adjustable elate and perforated plate. 
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Figure 8. Apparatus rise time: oscilloscope 
photo of the response of a hot wire 
and pitot tube to starting process. 
Horizontal scale: 100 msec/div; 
Vertical scale 1 volt/div. Tank 
pres sure = 7 atm. 
Figure 9. Time response of the pitot tube 
and Scanivalve. Horizontal 
scale : 20 msec/div; Vertical 
scale: . 5 volt/div. Tank 
pressure = 6 atm. 
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VERTICAL SCALE : I VOLT /DIV. 
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HORIZONTAL SCALE: 5 MSEC/DIV. 
VERTICAL SCALE : I VOLT/DIV. 
X = 4.00 IN. 
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HORIZONTAL SCALE : 5 MSEC/DIV. 
VERTICAL SCALE : I VOLT /DIV. 
X= 3.00 IN. 
HORIZONTAL SCALE: IOMSEC/DIV. 
VERTICAL SCALE : I VOLT/DIV. 
X = 2.00 IN. 
HORIZONTAL SCALE : 10 MSEC/DIV. 
VERTICAL SCALE : I VOLT /DIV. 
X = 4.00 IN. 
Figure 10. Two-dimensionality test: oscilloscope photos of the 
response of two hot wires 2" apart aligned spanwise 
at several downstream locations. Tank pressure 3 atm . 
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Block diagram of the set up to wl."'ite 
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Figure lZ. Timing of operation to write uressure data on tape. 
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a O 
a<O 
Figure 13. Photographic comparison of mixing layers for 
a< 0 and a = 0. Lower (Uro = 393 cm/sec) 
stream is N 2 ; upper (U10 = 1040 cm/sec) 
stream is H e . Tank pressure = 4 atm. 
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Figure 14. Shadow graphs o f mixing layer for a = 0 a t diffe rent 
Reynolds numbers. (p1 U 12 = p 2 U 22 case.) Lower (low speed) stream is N 2 ; upper (high speed) 
stream is He. 
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Figure 15. Shadowgraphs of mixing layer for a < 0 at different 
Reynolds numbers. Lower (low speed) stream is N 2 ; 
upper (high speed) stream is He . 
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Figure 20. Variation of mixing layer thickness with x coordinate. 
Tank pressure = 4 atin; er = -0. 18. 
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